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1
ABE KONGO
Shururearizumu kaigaron [Surrealist Painting]. 115, (5)pp., 10
plates (reproducing work by Ozenfant, Picabia, Léger, Brancusi, Ernst, and others). Printed wraps. Glassine d.j. Backstrip chipped, otherwise fine.
Tokyo (Tenjinsha), 1930.
$1,200.00
Centre Georges Pompidou: Japon des avant-gardes
1910/1970 (Paris, 1986), pp. 192 (illus.), 515
2
ABE KONGO
Abe Kongo gashu [Paintings by Abe Kongo]. (26)pp., 32
plates (including frontispiece portrait of the artist, with cigarette holder, facing a mirror). Tissue guards. Dec. wraps.,
reproducing a picture by Abe on the front cover. Original
glassine (chipped). The painter Abe Kongo (1900-1968) was
allied to the Shinkankakuha group, an offshoot of the Nikakai.
“Par ailleurs, la Nika (Deuxième Section), qui fut très tôt les
plus influent des groupements artistiques non officiels, est
toujours présente. En 1930, Zadkine rejoint ce groupe qui est
aussi le cadre où se déploie ce qu’il est convenu d’appeler le
pré-surréalisme ou encore le surréalisme formaliste pratiqué
par les peintres proches du mouvement ‘Shinkankakuha
(Nouvelles Sensations) tels que Koga Harue, Togo Seiji, Abe
Kongo ou Minegishi Yoshikazu” (Nakamura Giichi, in “Japon
des avant-gardes 1910/1970). The illustrations of Abe’s work
show a variety of Surrealist influences (among others),
including Ernst, Picabia, Miró and Dalí.
Tokyo (Dai ichi Shobo), 1931.
$1,200.00
Centre Georges Pompidou: Japon des avant-gardes
1910/1970 (Paris, 1986), pp. 192 (illus.), 515, cf. 97
3
ALMANACCO DELLA GUERRA 1915
64pp. 8 plates. 2-pp. publisher’s advertisements for “Lacerba.” Orig. dec. wraps. Salaris attributes the cover design,
printed in yellow and pale green, and the full-page illustrations
to Ottone Rosai. An advertisement on the last page explains
that this volume—”L’Almanacco satirico illustrato della guerra, compilato da Papini, Soffici, Palazzeschi, ed altri”—was
supplied gratis with certain package subscriptions to “Lacerba.” The mordant and satirical texts within are unsigned.
Covers somewhat worn and chipped.
Firenze (Edizione “Lacerba”), 1915.
$1,200.00
Salaris p. 75 (illus.)
4
ANTHOLOGIE
(Groupe Moderne d’Art de Liége) Rédaction: Georges Linze.
Cinquième année, No. 3-4, mars/avril 1925. No. consacré à
la Pologne. Le surréalisme, le constructivisme. (20)pp. Prof.
illus. 4to. Self-wraps. Glassine d.j. Contributions by Teresa
Zarnower (full-page composition under front cover), Mieczyslaw Szczuka, and Henryk Stazewski; the issue continues with
articles on non-Polish subjects.
Liége, 1925.
$400.00
5
(ARP ) Tzara, Tristan
Vingt-cinq poèmes. H arp: dix gravures sur bois. 52pp. 11
original woodcuts by Arp, printed in black (8 full-page hors
texte; 1 repeat). Sm. 8vo. Orig. wraps., bearing an additional
woodcut by Arp printed on a gold foil panel mounted on front
cover (repeat).
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Arp’s woodcuts for “Vingt-cinq poèmes,” like those for
Huelsenbeck’s “Phantastische Gebete,” show the darker
range of feeling his work was capable of, brooding and at
times even sinister, as well as its more familiar facetiousness.
The formal resemblance to Kandinsky’s headpieces in “Über
das Geistige in der Kunst,” is unmistakable. “In 1917, there is
a dramatic shift in Arp’s work first seen in ten woodcuts he
made for Tzara’s ‘Ving-cinq poèmes.’ Moving away from the
systematic structure of the grid, the free-form shapes in these
images have a certain organic quality, suggesting indeterminate natural forms fixed in a moment of flux. The change
seems to have occurred in Ascona, where Arp, Ball and
Janco all went frequently to visit Arthur Segal, Viking
Eggeling, Laban, and other colleagues, and was inspired by
Arp’s encounter with the natural environment there” (Leah
Dickerman, in the Washington catalogue). A superb copy,
very fresh and bright.
Zürich (Collection dada), 1918.
$15,000.00
Rolandseck 6; Arntz 16-25; Hagenbach 46; Dada in Zürich
82; Almanacco Dada p. 593; Gershman p. 44; Sanouillet 193;
Motherwell/Karpel 416; Dada Artifacts 19; Verkauf p. 105;
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datelined “The Dadaist Headquarters of World Revolution” 6
February 1919, and jointly signed by Baader, Hausmann,
Tzara, Grosz, Janco, Arp, Huelsenbeck, June, Ernst and
Meyer; but of course the brainchild of the inimitable monomaniac Baader himself, who here announces that at 7:30 p.m. in
the Kaisersaal des Rheingold, he, as Oberdada, will be proclaimed President of the Globe. The leaflet was in fact showered by him from the gallery of the Kaisersaal on that
evening, during the solemn ceremony inaugurating the first
German republic, with well-publicized, altogether satisfactory
chaotic results. Light browning, one small loss and a few
small clean tears at edges. Extremely rare.
Berlin, 1919.
$4,500.00
Dada Global 55, 73; Ades p. 82; Bergius p. 337 (illus.);
Dachy: Archives dada/ chronique p. 145 (illus.); MotherwellKarpel 35; Richter p. 126f. (illus.); Verkauf p. 98; Dada Artifacts 34; Tendenzen 3.175; Zürich 427; Pompidou: Dada
1447, illus. p. 146; Washington: Dada fig. 106; Bergius,
Hanne, et al.: Johannes Baader, Oberdada: Schriften, Manifeste, Flugblätter, Billets, Werke und Taten (Lahn-Giessen,
1977), nos. 28-29
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BAADER, JOHANNES
Dadaisten gegen Weimar. Handbill: single sheet, printed on
recto only. 233 x 204 mm. (ca. 9 1/4 x 8 1/8 inches). This variant issue of “Dadaisten gegen Weimar” is blank on the verso,
without the “Sonderausgabe ‘Grüne Leiche’” text. Light
browning; two foldlines; a few chips and tears (one roughly
consolidated at lower left); mounted on a sheet of stiff wove
paper.
Berlin, 1919.
$3,500.00

Düsseldorf 108; Zürich 350; Pompidou: Dada 1310, illus. pp.
270, 699, 963f.; Washington: Dada, p. 37, pl. 8; Berggruen
Tzara-Bibliography 2;The Artist and the Book 2; Castleman p.
177; Andel, Jaroslav: Avant-Garde Page Design 1900-1950
(New York, 2002), p. 128, illus. 135
6
AVANSCOPERTA
Gerente responsabile: Ettore Marchionni. Anno I°, n. 1, 25
novembre 1916 (of Nos. 1-4/5, 1916-1917, all published.)
16pp. 1 full-page original woodcut by Enrico Prampolini
(“Materia-[Muscoli in movimento]”). 4to. Orig. self-wraps.
Glassine d.j. Signatures loose, as issued. Texts by Giuseppe
Contini, Alberto Savinio, Giuseppe Raimondi, Nicola
Moscardelli, Mario Pozzati, F. De Pisis, T. Di Giorgi, Maria
d’Arezzo, Francesco Giacobbe, Paolo Buzzi, Arturo Onofri.
Notices at the end include promotion for the memorial exhibition opening in Milan of Boccioni sculpture; the anticipated
arrival of Picasso in Rome (“forte e originale pittore cubista”);
and contributions by Severini, Boccioni, Pratella and others in
the latest issue of “SIC.” The following issue noted forthcoming contributions by Tzara and Janco, which did not materialize. The cover design is by Prampolini.
Roma (Off. Poligrafica Italiana), 1916.
$750.00
Salaris p. 103; Almanacco Dada 103; Dada, l’arte della
negazione (Comune di Roma, 1994), p. 136f.
7
BAADER, JOHANNES
Dadaisten gegen Weimar./ Sonderausgabe “Grüne Leiche.”
Handbill: single sheet, printed on both sides. 234 x 206 mm.
(ca. 9 1/4 x 8 1/8 inches). 4to. A double manifesto/provocation
9
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LA BALZA
Nos. 1 - 2 (of 3 numbers published in all). No. 1: La Balza.
Quindicinale futurista. 10 aprile 1915. 23pp. No. 2: La Balza
futurista. 27 aprile 1915. 23pp. 4to. Orig. self-wraps. Glassine
d.j. Signatures loose, as issued. A highly interesting, shortlived Sicilian Futurist review, edited by Guglielmo Jannelli,
together with Giovanni Antonio Di Giacomo and Luciano
Nicastro. One more issue was published, in May 1915, and a
supplement, in January 1922. Contributions include fine
parole in libertà by Paolo Buzzi (“Belloni”), Cangiullo (“Canzone pirotecnica,” “Stornelli-Vocali”), Carlo Carrà (“19141915”), Corrado Govoni (“Paesaggio + Mare + Temporale +
Mendicante = Primavera”), Guglielmo Jannelli (“Vocale ambiente,” “4a edizione”), Dinamo Correnti (“Raffreddore”),
and Armando Mazza (“Linea Palermo-Messina”); as well as
other texts by Marinetti (“Antineutralità,” “La guerra elettrica”),
Pratella (“Musica italiana”), and others. Reproductive plates of
work by Balla and Depero. From the library of Pierre André
Benoit with his stamp on covers. Fine. Very rare.
Messina, 1915.
$3,500.00
Salaris p. 94; cf. Lista, Giovanni: Le livre futuriste de la libération du mot au poème tactile (Modena, 1984), p. 151
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BERLIN. BERLINER SECESSION
Program und Einladung zum Vortragsabend, Freitag 12. April
1918, abends 8 1/2 Uhr. Handbill program, printed on a sheet
of buff-colored machine-made paper (verso blank). 212 x 139
mm. (ca. 8 3/8 x 5 1/2 inches). An advertisement and program
for the first Dada soirée in Germany.
“‘Club Dada’ is available at the first great Berlin Dada event, a
soirée in the Berliner Sezession building (12 April). Grosz now
joins Huelsenbeck and Hausmann, enlivening their talks by
singing, dancing jazz ‘syncopations’ and bouncing soccer
balls off the heads of the assembled” (Matthew S. Witkovsky,
in the Washington catalogue). The evening is led off by
Richard Huelsenbeck, reading his momentous “Dadaistisches
Manifest” (here called “Der Dadaismus im Leben und in der
Kunst” and promoted as the first theoretical statement of
Dada principles, soon to be published in a small edition available from the author). “Both this first manifesto by Huelsenbeck, and the first lecture he gave on Dada in February 1918,
emphasize that Dada is a state of being, and that the proper
stage for the Dadaist is life but that his props are still art and
poetry. ‘For the first time Dadaism poses no longer in an aesthetic manner before life. It lacerates all the great words:
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the stuffed dummy of a German officer with the head of a
swine, assembled by Rudolf Schlichter and suspended facedown from the ceiling. Grosz and Herzfelde, who had contributed grotesque puppets and caricatures of capitalists and
soldiers, were prosecuted and eventually fined for ridiculing
the Reichswehr, a charge they rejected with the assertion that
theirs was “a totally artistic form of satire.” As Ades has pointed out, this line of reasoning makes an interesting counterpart
to that of Max Ernst, who, when similarly pressed by the
police in Köln, answered that his work was Dada and therefore had nothing to do with art. Text by Hausmann and
Herzfelde; the dramatic photomontage on the front cover by
Heartfield. Split along central fold, with two double holepunches adjacent at center; small losses and splits at foot,
associated with old tape mend; apart from this, a very bright
and clean example, the color quite strong.
Berlin, 1920.
$9,500.00
Ades p. 85; Dada Global 76 (2 illus.); Chapon p. 102f. (with 2
illus.); Dachy: Archives dada/ chronique p. 140 (illus.); Motherwell/Karpel 142; Richter p. 133; Rubin 407, illus. D80-83;
Dada Artifacts 44; Tendenzen 3/212; Stationen der Moderne
4/1 (illus.), 4/36; Pompidou: Dada 1329, illus. pp. 302, 324ff.;
Washington: Dada illus. 78
12
BERLIN. RÄUME DES GRAPHISCHEN KABINETT [I.B.
NEUMANN]
Dada. Mittwoch, 30. April 1919, Abends 3/4 8 Uhr. Handbill
program, designed by Raoul Hausmann, printed on buff-colored machine-made wove paper; perforated at bottom right
corner, as issued. 216 x 166 mm. (8 1/2 x 7 1/2 inches). In
sequence, the evening offers an address by Huelsenbeck,
“Proclamation dada 1919,” a performance by “DADA-
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ethic, culture, “interiorisation” which only covers for weak
muscles.” Following Huelsenbeck are Else Hadwiger (“Futuristische und dadaistische Verse,” including texts by Marinetti,
Buzzi, Altomare, Folgore, Govini [sic], Tzara, and Palazzeschi),
Grosz (“Sincopations, eigene Verse”), and Hausmann (“Das
neue Material in der Malerei”). Hole-punched at left margin;
edges reinforced with tape. Extremely rare.
Berlin, 1918.
$4,800.00
Bergius p. 31 (illus.); Dachy: Archives dada/ chronique pp. 88
(illus.), 47; cf. Ades p. 80; Tendenzen 3/162; Zürich 423; Pompidou: Dada 1437 (illus. p. 146); Washington: Dada p. 433
11
BERLIN. KUNSTHANDLUNG DR. OTTO BURCHARD
Erste Internationale Dada-Messe. Ausstellung und Verkauf
dadaistischer Erzeugnisse. Veranstaltet von Marschall G.
Grosz, Dadasoph Raoul Hausmann, Monteurdada John
Heartfield. Katalog. (4)pp. (single sheet, folding). Photomontage illustrations, including front and back covers printed in
red and black (integrated with text) and 2 illustrations within.
Oblong sm. folio. Self-wraps. The catalogue of the brilliantly
assaultive exposition, which may qualify as the first ‘environment’ (as the work has come to be understood in postwar art),
and which in any case was certainly the climax of Berlin
Dada, running through the whole of the summer of 1920.
Some 174 items were exhibited, virtually all of them contributed
by Germans, notwithstanding the ‘international’ premise of the
show. An inflammatory political tone, vehemently anti-militaristic and anti-bourgeois, was everywhere in evidence, including
10
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machinel” of a “Simultan-Gedicht” for 7 persons, and a
“Bruitistisches Gedicht” by Huelsenbeck, Hausmann’s “Seelenautomobile,” and a three-part “Antisymphonie” by
Golyscheff. At the bottom of the handbill is an announcement
of the “Grosser-Popaganda-Abend” coming on 15 May at the
Harmonium-Saal.
“Berlin Dada has a short, first exhibition, once more in the
print gallery of Isaac Neumann.... Although Höch presents
abstract pieces, the press labels the show satirical, goaded
by Grosz’ painting ‘Deutschland, ein Wintermärchen’ (Germany, A Winter Fairy Tale) and a ‘monstrous’ assemblage by
Baader (now lost). Indeed, assemblage comes to the fore
here, principally thanks to Jefim Golyscheff, a fleeting but vital
member of Berlin dada, who apparently puts together at least
one piece (now lost) from children’s toys and densely collaged newspaper clippings. A soirée on 30 April marks the
show’s high point, with readings by Huelsenbeck and Hausmann and a simultaneous poem for seven people.
Golyscheff, a musician by training, performs an ‘Antisymphonie’ with Höch, on pot lids and rattle” (Matthew S.
Witkovsky, in the Washington catalogue). Unobtrusive foldline; backed with stiff paper.
Berlin, 1919.
$8,500.00
IVAM Centre Julio Gonzalez: Raoul Hausmann (Valencia,
1994), p. 83 (illus.); Benson, Timothy O.: Raoul Hausmann
and Berlin Dada (Ann Arbor, 1987), p. 152; Bergius p. 338
(illus.); Tendenzen 3/183; Washington: Dada p. 437

13
BERLIN. DER STURM
Zweite Ausstellung: Die Futuristen. Umberto Boccioni, Carlo
D. Carrà, Luigi Russolo, Gino Severini. Vom 12. April bis 31.
Mai 1912. 3.-5. Auflage des Katalogs. 40pp. 8 illus. Wraps.
Containing a German translation of Marinetti’s Futurist Mani festo, an “address” to the public from the exhibitors, signed by
Boccioni, Carrà, Russolo, Balla and Severini, commentary on
the individual pictures, and a German translation of the five
exhibitors’ “La pittura futurista: Manifesto tecnico” (April 1910).
Berlin, 1912.
$350.00
14
BERLIN. DIE TRIBÜNE
Wiederholung der Dada-Matinee am 7. Dezember 1/2 12.
Handbill, printed in black on a sheet of cream laid paper
(verso blank). 100 x 143 mm. (4 x 5 5/8 inches).
Advertising a repeat performance of the sensational Dada
Matinée of November 30th at the Tribüne theatre, sponsored
by the Club Dada—”[der] Höhepunkt der gemeinsamen
Dada-Aktivitäten” (Bergius). Put on by Baader, Ehrlich,
Grosz, Hausmann, Heartfield, Herzfelde, Huelsenbeck, and
Mehring, it featured “Reklamebureau Bum-Bum-Dada,”
starring all of the foregoing under Huelsenbeck’s direction,
as well as individual readings and performances by the
same. “La scène est décorée avec un grand plan que Baader avait dessiné pour le jardin zoologique de Stellingen à la

10
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demande de Hagenbeck. Il a aussi accroché les affiches qu’il
a faites pour le nouveau pupitre inventé par l’instituteur
Hagendorf car Baader s’occupait de publicité” (Dachy). These
handbills were passed out by Hausmann (a likely candidate
for the typography of this one) and Huelsenbeck. A fine copy.
Extremely rare.
Berlin [1919].
$5,500.00
Bergius p. 344ff. (illus.); Richter p. 129; Dachy: Archives
dada/ chronique p. 486; Pompidou: Dada 1451, illus. p. 147;
Washington: Dada p. 439
15
DER BLUTIGE ERNST
Satirische Wochenschrift. Herausgeber: Carl Einstein,
George Grosz. 1. Jahr, No. 3 (of 6 issues published in all).
Sondernummer III: Die Schuldigen. Nov. 1919. (8)pp. 11 illus.
by George Grosz (4 full-page, including front and back covers). Tabloid folio. Self-wraps. Texts by Walter Mehring, Carl
Einstein; ‘The Culprits,’ an indictment by Grosz of the role of
the ruling military aristocracy. Central fold, with a few old tape
mends, a few small chips; generally very good.
Berlin (Trianon-Verlag), [1919].
$2,500.00
Raabe 85; Dada Global 36; Ades pp. 83, 88; Almanacco
Dada 13; Bergius p. 217 (illus.); Tendenzen 3.193; Dada Artifacts 36; Düsseldorf 449; Pompidou: Dada 1347, illus. p. 195;
Washington: Dada p. 116, illus. 70
16
(BOCCIONI) Carrà, Carlo, et al.
“Nous, les Peintres futuristes, qui avons déjà triomphé dans
notre premier Salon de Peinture futuriste” Milan, nous
lançons un défi péremptoire [sic] à tous les peintres d’Italie,
que nous jugeons incapables de surpasser en splendeur la
Grande Exposition du Peintre futuriste Umberto Boccioni

ouverte au public à Venise dans le Palazzo Pesaro....” Handbill broadside. 1p., printed on good wove paper. 293 x 200
mm. (11 1/2 x 7 7/8 inches).
A gauntlet tossed out into the world with snarling magnificence by “Les Peintres Futuristes, C. D. Carrà, Luigi Russolo, Giacomo Balla, Gino Severini, ecc.” as well as 15 “Poètes
Futuristes.” “[L’évènement] artistique le plus important de
notre siècle. En effet, tandis qu’à l’Exposition des Giardini on
voit s’amonceler périodiquement les décombres grisâtres du
Passé, nous offrons ici au monde entier la lave incandescent
du Futur.” A fine copy.
[Milano (Poligrafia Italiana), 1910].
$750.00
Salaris p. 80 (citing Italian-language version only)
17
(BOCCIONI) Paris. Galerie La Boëtie
1re exposition de sculpture futuriste du peintre et sculpteur
Boccioni. 30, (2)pp. Sm. 8vo. Wraps. Glassine d.j. With an
introduction by Boccioni, and the text of his “Manifeste technique de la sculpture futuriste” (11 avril 1912). A little offsetting of the red wrappers; light wear.
Paris, 1913.
$1,250.00
18
(BRAUNER) Pana, Sasa
Diagrame. Un portret si desene de Victor Brauner. (28)pp. 3
tipped-in plates of line drawings in text. Sm. 4to. Dec. wraps.,
with portrait by Brauner. Unstated limited edition (“tiraj
restrins”), estimated by Ilk at 150 copies, with text on pale
brown wove stock, and the illustrations on cream-colored
card. Pana was the founder of “Unu” in 1928. Presentation
copy, inscribed by Pana on the half-title, 1932. Very rare.
[Bucharest] (Editura UNU), 1930.
$1,850.00
Ilk K485, illus. p. 89; Biro/Passeron 2164
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(BRAUNER) Pana, Sasa
Sadismul Adevarului. Ilustratil de Victor Brauner, Marcel
Iancu, Alfred Jarry, Kapralik, S. Perahim, Picasso, Man Ray,
si Jacques Vaché. 287, (1)pp. Numerous illus., including a
collage group portrait by Brauner (using photographs by Man
Ray), with captioned glassine overlay. Lrg. 8vo. Wraps. (lightly foxed). One of 358 hand-numbered copies, from the limited
edition of 370. Presentation copy, inscribed by Pana, 1965.
Bucharest (Editura UNU), 1936.
$3,250.00
Ilk K490, illus. p. 100
20
(BRAUNER) Naum, Gellu
Libertatea de a Dormi pe o Frunte. 58, (4)pp. 1 tipped-in fullpage plate, by Brauner. Lrg. 8vo. Wraps. (without the wallpaper dust jacket cited by Ilk). Signatures loose, as issued. One
of 86 unnumbered copies on vélin, from the limited edition of
96 in all. The Brauner illustration is one of his most famous
erotic drawings, a design for “Adrianopole.” Light wear to
wraps. Presentation copy, inscribed in red ink by the author
on the half-title, 1937. Very rare.
Bucuresti (Tip. “Steaua artei”), 1937.
$3,500.00
Ilk K472, illus. p. 101
21
BRETON, ANDRÉ
Cho genjitsu shugi to kaiga./ Le surréalisme et la peinture.
Translation by Takiguchi Shuzo. (Gendai no Geijutsu to Hihyo
Sosho. 17.) (4), 100, 6, (16)pp., 41 plates. Wraps. D.j., in parallel Japanese and English. Illustrations of work by Picasso, de
Chirico, Miró, Arp, Man Ray, Masson, Tanguy et al.
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Takiguchi Shuzo (1903-1979) is recognized as the prime
mover of the Japanese Surrealist milieu. In 1937, together
with Tiroux Yamanaka, he organized the seminal exhibition of
Surrealism in Tokyo and Kyoto, in collaboration with Eluard,
Hugnet and Penrose. So significant was Takiguchi as a liaison
between Japan and the international Surrealist community
that he was mentioned by 1932 in “Cahiers d’Art,” and in Breton and Eluard’s “Dictionnaire abrégé du Surréalisme” (1938).
Indeed, an entire chapter of the catalogue “Japon des avantgardes, 1910/1970” (Centre Georges Pompidou, 1986) is
devoted to Takiguchi and his influence. In her essay on him
there, Vera Linhartová writes “Le nom de Takiguchi Shuzo
apparaît, au fil des années 30, chaque fois que la poésie ou
les arts plastiques prennent un nouvel essor, partout où, dans
l’histoire de l’art moderne au Japon, il y a changement et
novation. S’il est inconcevable d’aborder l’étude du surréalisme sans le nommer en tant que poète et théoricien de première grandeur, et qu’il est difficile d’imaginer tout un pan de
l’art japonais de l’après-guerre sans tenir compte de ses
activités critiques, il se révèle plus malaisé de rendre visible
l’importance de son rôle dans le parcours d’une exposition.
Car Takiguchi est avant tout un initiateur, celui par qui le courrant passe sans nécessairement produire des réalisations,
celui qui commence et recommence sans cesse, mais, de
propos délibéré, évite tout achèvement.... Plusieurs générations de peintres et de poètes japonais se sont reconnues
dans sa quête.” A fine copy.
Tokyo (Koseikaku-shoten), 1930.
$1,750.00
Centre Georges Pompidou: Japon des avant-gardes
1910/1970 (Paris, 1986), pp. 190 (illus.), 516
22
BRYEN, CAMILLE
Les quadrupèdes de la chasse. (Avec un collage de l’auteur.)
45, (3)pp. Tipped-in frontis. Sm. 8vo. Wraps. One of 500 numbered copies on vélin, from the limited edition of 560, reserved
for subscribers. Bryen’s frontispiece collage is an Ubac-like
abstraction, resembling a rayographic photomontage (though

15
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it seems to have no actual photographic basis). Presentation
copy, inscribed “A Louis Broder, pour accompagner à pas de
loup le manuscrit heureusement retrouvé des ‘quadrupèdes,’
et avec l’amitié, de Camille Bryen, 15 septembre 1935.”
Paris (Éditions du Grenier), 1934.
$650.00
Reynolds p. 22
23
BRYEN, CAMILLE
[Incipit:] Parole ... parle! Ecriture ... écrit! Peinture ... peint!
(4)pp. Lrg. 4to. Orig. illus. wraps. (slightly soiled and chipped).
Loose signature under covers, as issued. Edition limited to 50
copies on papier main “Isle de France,” signed and numbered
by the artist in the justification. Presentation copy, inscribed
by the artist “Pour Jean Paulhan (ce tract sur le seuil), avec la
sympathie attentive de CBryen.” With two inked corrections in
the text. Evenly browned, with small losses at edges.
[N.p. (Roland Fournier éditeur), 1949]
$850.00
24
BULLETIN INTERNATIONAL DU SURRÉALISME
Nos. 1-4 (all published). 4to. Self-wraps., stapled as issued. A
complete set, including the sensationally rare No. 2,
published in Santa Cruz de Tenerife in October 1935, of
which virtually the entire printing seems to have been lost.
Remarking on this “inaccessible et mythique numéro,” the
Breton sale catalogue of 2003 reported that “d’après Benjamin Péret, la quasi totalité de son tirage contenu dans une
valise se trouverait quelque part au fond de l’océan. De la
plus insigne rareté.” This copy of No. 2 is also accompanied
by its original orange wrap-around band, illustrated with
photographs (by Eduardo Westerdahl) of the installation of
the Exposición surrealista in Tenerife (showing paintings by

de Chirico, Tanguy, Miró, Man Ray, Magritte, Dalí, Ernst,
Styrsky and others, as hung in the show, and also a photograph of Breton at the exhibition, gazing out the window).
Very fine condition throughout, No. 2 crisp and clean, and the
wrap-around band bright and fresh.
Contents of the set as follows:
No. 1: Bulletin international du surréalisme. Publié par le
Groupe surréaliste en Tchécoslovaquie. Prague, le 9 avril
1935./ Mezinárodní buletin surrealismu. Vydala Skupina surrealistu v CSR. Praha, 9. duben 1935. 12pp. 4 illus., Styrsky,
Toyen and Makovsky. Parallel texts in Czech and French.
With extensive quotation from Breton and Eluard, who, at the
invitation of the Czech group, visited Prague early in 1935,
where they were lionized by the Communist Party press. Declarations by Vítezslav Neval and others; illus. of work by
Styrsky and Toyen.
No. 2: Boletín internacional del surrealismo. Santa Cruz
de Tenerife, octubre 1935. Publicado por el grupo surrealista
de Paris y “Gaceta de Arte” de Tenerife (Islas Canarios). 9,
(1)pp. 5 illus. Parallel texts in Spanish and French. “In May,
1935, another invitation was extended to the Paris surrealists,
this time from friends of Oscar Dominguez in Tenerife who for
four years had been publishing a review of modern art, ‘Gaceta de Arte.’ Breton and Péret went to the Canaries, and met
Eduardo Westerdahl, the director of the review, and the poets
Domingo Pérez Minik, Domingo Lopez Torres, Pedro Garcia
Cabrera and Agustin Espinoza. ‘Gaceta de Arte’ organized an
exhibition at the Ateneo Gallery of paintings, water-colours,
drawings, collages, engravings, and photographs.... Conferences were held, and Buñuel and Dalí’s film ‘L’Age d’Or’ was
shown. A second bilingual edition of the ‘International Surrealist Bulletin,’ this time in Spanish and French, appeared in
October 1935 at Santa Cruz de Tenerife, dealing with the
same issues—the relationship between art and revolution—
as the Czech number. It contained reproductions of ‘The
Hunter’ by Dominguez, and ‘The Death of Marat,’ an engraving by Picasso for a collection of poems by Benjamin Péret”
(Marcel Jean).
No. 3: Bulletin international du Surréalisme. Publié à Bruxelles par le Groupe surréaliste en Belgique, 20 aoùt 1935.
8pp. 3 halftone illus. Opening with a manifesto protesting the
Franco-Soviet pact, “Le couteau dans la plaie,” signed by 14
subscribers, including René Magritte, E.L.T. Mesens, Paul
Nougé, Jean Scutenaire, André Souris, Achille Chavée, Fernand Dumont, Marcel Lecomte and Max Servais; followed by
the text of Breton’s speech to the Congrès des Écrivains pour
la défense de la Culture—which, notoriously, he had been
prevented from reading. “There was now a clear political
accord between the [Paris and Brussels] groups, underlined
by Nougé, Scutenaire and Souris, which claimed, as did Breton, that revolutionary action was possible outside the Communist Party” (Ades).
No. 4: International Surrealist Bulletin. Issued by the Surrealist Group in England. September 1936. 18, (2)pp. 11 illus.
Texts by Herbert Read and Hugh Sykes Davies; bulletin “read
and approved” by Agar, Breton, Burra, Davies, Éluard, Gascoyne, Jennings, Mesens, Moore, Nash, Penrose, Man Ray,
Read, Todd and others. The first surrealist periodical in England, following on the International Surrealist Exhibition
opened by Breton at the New Burlington Galleries in London
in the summer of 1936.
Praha/ Santa Cruz de Tenerife/ Bruxelles/ London, 19351936.
$17,500.00
Gershman p. 48; Admussen 27; Biro/Passeron pp. 361, 363;
Jean p. 263f.; Reynolds p. 108; Milano p. 565f.
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CANGIULLO, FRANCESCO
Piedigrotta. Parole in libertà. Col manifesto sulla declamazi
ove dinamica sinottica di Marinetti. (28)pp. 1 halftone illus.;
parole in libertà throughout. 4to. Dec. plum-colored wraps.,
with cover typography by Cangiullo.
Marinetti, in his prefatory manifesto (‘Dynamic and Synoptic
Declamation’) describes the uproarious cabaret performance
of the work in 1914, featuring himself and Cangiullo, Balla,
Folgore and others tormenting the audience with cacaphonous musical performances on a cowbell, an out-of-tune
piano, saws, drums, and violins; a mock funeral for a passéist
critic, ridiculous black costumes in mockery of the ecclesiastical Neapolitan festival from which “Piedigrotta” took its name;
a troup of dwarfs; exhortations for the audience to light up
cigarettes to counteract the ‘putrid stench’ of the corpse, and
so forth; in all, chaos worthy of a full-fledged Dada soirée. Of
Cangiullo’s books of parole in libertà, this is the earliest, the
most important, and the rarest. A fine, fresh copy.
Milano (Edizioni Futuriste di “Poesia”), 1916.
$6,000.00
Salaris p. 27; Falqui p. 62; Hultén p. 440; Tisdall/Bozzolla p.
103; Jentsch, Ralph: The Artist and the Book in TwentiethCentury Italy (Turin/New York, 1992), p. 322; Andel, Jaroslav:
Avant-Garde Page Design 1900-1950, no. 114
26
CANGIULLO, FRANCESCO
Caffeconcerto. Alfabeto a sorpresa. (46)pp. Prof. illus. throughout with typographic and pen-and-ink (and wash) compositions. Sm. 4to. Dec. wraps., designed by Cangiullo.

Cangiullo’s best-known work and one of the most important
books in the Futurist canon, printed on colored stocks with
wonderful parole in libertà and other typographic experiments,
often with elaborate freehand elements. “Cangiullo reinvented
the typography of the printed page in the form of narrative fireworks, borrowing from advertising in a manner typical of the
‘collage’ mentality, as for example in ‘Piedigrotta.’ Later he
began a fantastic deformation of writing, reducing it to an
image of its alphabetic origin, visually theatricalized, as in the
‘surprise alphabet’ in ‘Caffeconcerto’” (Enrico Crispolti, in
Hultén). “This short book stages each of the turns of a musichall show through graphic illustrations produced typographically. Sometimes the page becomes a theater of signs, but the
poetry is always supported by play and an inventive cheerfulness that have no peer in the Italian avant-garde. As such,
‘Caffeconcerto’ is the very best example of futurist materialist
writing” (Luciano Caruso, in Jentsch). Light wear at edges of
covers, otherwise a fine copy.
Milano (Edizione Futuriste di “Poesia”), 1919.
$2,250.00
Salaris p. 27; Falqui p. 62; Hultén p. 440; Lista, Giovanni: Le
livre futuriste de la libération du mot au poème tactile (Modena/Paris, 1984) pp. 87, 118f., 145; Jentsch, Ralph: The Artist
and the Book in Twentieth-Century Italy (Turin/New York,
1992), p. 322; Poésure et peintrie, p. 61; Andel, Jaroslav:
Avant-Garde Page Design 1900-1950, no. 113
27
CANGIULLO, FRANCESCO
Poesia pentagrammata. 44, (4)pp. Sm. 4to. Dec. wraps.
Cangiullo’s charming excursions into parole in libertà are here
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paired with unperformable harmonic and rhythmic notations.
The underlying temperament and esthetic is closer to Apollinaire than Marinetti, and resembles some of Satie’s scores of
the same period. The vibrant cover design, printed in red and
black, is by Enrico Prampolini. A fine, fresh copy.
Napoli (Gaspare Cesella), 1923.
$1,500.00
Salaris p. 27; Falqui p. 73; Hultén p. 440; Lista p. 81, fig. 186;
Tisdall/Bozzolla p. 103; Andel 49; Andel, Jaroslav: AvantGarde Page Design 1900-1950, no. 111-112
28
CAROSIO, ERMENEGILDO
Futurismo valzer. [Valse futurista.] (“Il Pianoforte.” Anno XVI,
domenica 5 luglio 1914 [arretrato dopo il 1º agosto 1914].)
(8)pp. Folio. Dec. wraps., printed in pink and black. A spoof by
the Piedmontese Ermenegildo Carosio (Alessandria 1866 Torino 1928), conductor, mandolinist, composer of musical
plays and dances and an operetta, and author of more than
200 published songs, remembered particularly for his ragtime
compositions, including “Spaghetti Rag,” “Flirtation Rag,” and
“Detective Rag.” So far as we can determine, this musical
piece, which is without lyrics, has not entered the literature on
Futurism. The comical cover design features a crocodile and
ghost flying through a crazy landscape, while an arabesque
couple cavort in the ether; the letters of the title are partly
made up of forks, knives, and potlids. A little marginal wear,
partly split at backstrip.
Torino (G. Gori), 1914.
$450.00
29
(CARRA) Raimondi, Giuseppe
Carlo Carrà. (12)pp. 3 full-page illus. after drawings; 1
halftone plate, mounted on colored stock, loosely inserted.
30

4to. Self-wraps. Glassine d.j. At the conclusion, Carrà’s text
“Contributo ad una nuova arte metafisica” and a poem by Raimondi in tribute to Carrà. Presentation copy, inscribed “5 febbraio 1928/ A Mme. Germaine Albert Birot/ omaggio devoto/
Giuseppe Raimondi.” A few small pencilled corrections, possibly in the author’s hand.
Bologna (Edizione “La Brigata”), 1918.
$800.00
30
CHARCHOUNE, SERGE
Dadaizm (kompiliatsiia) [Dada (A Compilation)]. 16pp. 12mo.
Self-wraps., with linocut title-block of the word “Dadaisme”
with scrambled syllables (signatures unstapled and loose, as
issued). A brief résumé of Dada assembled of quotations from
leading figures and reviews: Tzara, Breton, Vaché, “Ça ira,”
“Dada,” “Littérature,” and so on. A fine, fresh copy. Very rare.
[Berlin] (Izd. “Evropa Gomeopat”) [1922].
$3,500.00
Getty 116; Sanouillet 49 (“Paris, 1923”); Tendenzen 3/300
(“Paris, 1923”); Pompidou 1223 illus. p. 702
31
(CHARCHOUNE)
Transbordeur DaDa. Serge Charchoune, editor./ Perevoz
DaDa. Offitsial’ny Organ 3 1/2 Internatsionala. Serge Charchoune, editor. No. 1, June 1922. (4)pp. (single sheet, folding). Text in Russian. Lrg. 8vo. Self-wraps. Singlehandedly
written and published by Serge Charchoune, “Transbordeur
Dada” ran to a total of 13 numbers. Only nos. 1-2 were issued
in Berlin; no. 3, planned in Berlin, was never issued; thereafter the review was published in Paris. Ten numbers had
26
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come out by the spring of 1929; no. 11 appeared in 1934, and
then in the spring and summer of 1949, two final issues were
published.
“Der Titel war gleichzeitig Programm der Zeitschrift. Charchoune reflektierte vom Standort Berlin aus in aphoristischzugespitzter, provokativ-ironischer Art das künstlerische und
literarische Schaffen in Russland. Das Hin- und Her der Fähre
wurde auch typographisch angedeutet. Als Motto setzte er
seiner Zeitschrift den Aufruf voran: ‘Europa sagt zu Russland—komm her!’ Fiktive Redaktionsadresse von N. 1 war
das ‘Hotel “Schiff ohne ein einziges Abenteuer’”‘ (Dada Global). A fine copy.
Berlin (Izd. “Evropa Gomeopat” [Der Sturm]), 1922.
$2,500.00
Dada Global 44; Ades 4.70; Almanacco Dada 158; Bergius p.
304 (illus.); Sanouillet 256; Getty 626; Tendenzen 3/299;
Pompidou: Dada 1411, p. 510f. (illus., misnumbered)

31

32
(CHARCHOUNE)
Transbordeur DaDa. / Perevoz DaDa. Offitsial’ny Organ 3 1/2
Internatsionala. Serge Charchoune, editor. No. 4, April 1924.
“Cape sur l’épaule.” (4)pp. (single sheet, folding). Text primarily in Russian. Singlehandedly written and published by
Serge Charchoune, “Transbordeur Dada” ran to a total of 13
numbers. Only nos. 1-3 were issued in Berlin; thereafter it
was published in Paris. 10 numbers had come out by the
spring of 1929; no. 11 appeared in 1934, and then in the
spring and summer of 1949, two last issues were published.
A fine copy.
Paris, 1924.
$2,500.00
Ades 4.70; Almanacco Dada 158; Sanouillet 256; Getty 626;
Pompidou: Dada 1411, p. 510f. (illus., misnumbered)
33
CLUB DADA
Prospekt des Verlags Freie Strasse, Herausgeber: R. Hülsenbeck, F. Jung, R. Hausmann. 15, (1)pp. 1 full-page woodcut
illus. by Raoul Hausmann. Front cover with bold Dada typography and woodcut illus. by Hausmann. Intermittent slogans
and commentary superimposed in red over text. 4to. Dec.
self-wraps.
A prospectus for the activities of Die Freie Strasse Verlag,
issued under the auspices of the review, and often described
as a special issue of it, as well as an autonomous periodical,
of which this would be the only number published. Edited by
Hausmann (who in 1918 assumed the sole editorship of “Die
Freie Strasse”) and Huelsenbeck, together with Franz Jung, it
contains two long texts by Huelsenbeck—”Vorwort zur
Geschichte der Zeit,” and a fragment of ‘Doktor Billig am
Ende’—and Jung’s nihilistic “Amerikanische Parade.” One of
the key publications of Berlin Dada, it is also noted for Hausmann’s brilliant cover design, showing (we would suggest) a
hen hatching the fractured letters of the title. Front cover
evenly browned and foxed, with hairline split at lower spine;
internally quite fresh, with a strong impression of the Hausmann woodcut. Ex-libris Erich von Kahler (discreet stamp).
Extremely rare.
Berlin, 1918.
$13,500.00
Dada Global 26; Ades p. 86; Almanacco Dada 25; Bergius p.
76ff. (illus.); Chapon p. 100; Dachy, Marc: Archives dada/
chronique (Paris, 2005), p. 133 (illus.); Lista, Giovanni: Dada
libertin & libertaire p. 88; Motherwell/Karpel 63; Verkauf p. 81;
Rubin 461; Raabe 26; The Avant-Garde in Print 3.5; Tendenzen
3.163; Zürich 368; Pompidou: Dada 1355, illus. pp. 267, 702
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34
LE COEUR À BARBE
Journal transparent. Gérant: G. Ribemont-Dessaignes. No. 1,
avril 1922 [all published]. (8)pp., printed on pale pink stock.
Sm. 4to. Orig. self-wraps., with typographic and woodengraved collage composition. Texts by Duchamp (“Rrose
Sélavy”), Éluard, Fraenkel, Huidobro, Josephson, Péret,
Ribemont-Dessaignes, Satie, Serner, Soupault and Tzara. A
counterattack launched by Tzara following Picabia’s insulting
“La pomme de pins” of the previous month; one more missile
hurled during the spring of 1922, which Breton was later to
comment witnessed the ‘obsequies of Dada.’ The cover
design is one of the best-known and most appealing graphic
inventions of Paris Dada; in the National Gallery of Art “Dada”
catalogue (2006), it is attributed to Iliazd. Loss on the front
cover at center left edge (ca. 3/4 x 1 1/2 inches), with partial
loss of text on recto and verso.
Paris (Au Sans Pareil), 1922.
$2,000.00
Dada Global 182; Ades p. 147f. (illus.); Almanacco Dada 26;
Gershman p. 48f.; Chevrefils Desbiolles p. 282; Admussen
58; Sanouillet 224; Motherwell/Karpel 64; Dada Artifacts 138;
Verkauf p. 177; Düsseldorf 234; Zürich 369; Milano p. 648;
Pompidou: Dada, 1356, illus. pp. 282, 703; Washington:
Dada, fig. 361; Andel, Jaroslav: Avant-Garde Page Design
1900-1950 (New York, 2002), p. 136, illus. 144
35
CROCIERE BARBARE. RIVISTA MENSILE
Direttore: Sossio Gigliofiorito. Anno I, num. 2, 15 marzo 1917.
20pp. Lrg. 4to. Orig. self-wraps. Glassine d.j. Texts by Tristan
Tzara (“retraite”), Elpidio Jenco, Gherardo Marone (“Da
Miguel de Unamuno a Giovanni Papini”), Giuseppe Ravegnani, et al. The short-lived “Crociere barbare,” which
described itself as “la più viva e la più vibratile rivista di combattimento d’avanguardia italiana,” ran until issue 4/5 (15
June 1917). “La rivista si schiera subito contro gli eccessi di
futurismo, contestando l’esperienza delle parole in libertà, ma
cerca una linea espressiva autonoma anche nei confronti del
liberismo” (Giovanni Lista).
Napoli (“Eco della Cultura”), 1917.
$950.00
Salaris p. 104; Almanacco Dada 29; Dada, l’arte della
negazione (Comune di Roma, 1994), p. 138
36
CRONACHE LETTERARIE. QUINDICINALE AVANGUARDISTA
Anno IV, n. 1-2, gennaio 1917. 12pp. Lrg. 4to. Orig. selfwraps. Glassine d.j. Texts by Villaroel, Lipparini, Govoni,
Ravegnani, Diacono, Benini, Brighenti, De Leone, Neppi, R.
Franchi, Tinto. Edoardo Tinto’s “Cronache letterarie,” began
life in 1914 as “Bollettino epicureo-spirituale,” and changed
title (and editors) a number of times before Tinto reassumed
its direction in 1917. Broadly based in the avant-garde, it
included, later in 1917, texts by Tzara, as well as De Chirico,
Ungaretti, Buzzi and others.
Roma, 1917.
$750.00
Salaris p. 104; cf. Almanacco Dada 31; Dada, l’arte della
negazione (Comune di Roma, 1994), p. 139
37
CYCLE SYSTÉMATIQUE DE CONFÉRENCES SUR LES
PLUS RÉCENTES POSITIONS DU SURRÉALISME
Prospectus and subscription form. (4)pp. (single sheet, folding). Sm. 4to. Self-wraps. Facsimile text, reproducing the
manuscript original of André Breton. Marginal drawings,

38

frottages, and other illustrations on each page: 2 each by
Man Ray, Domínguez, Dalí, Arp, Ernst and Tanguy; 3 by Giacometti; 1 each by Duchamp (fingerprint), Valentine Hugo,
and Marcel Jean. The program for an ambitious series of lectures organized by Breton, delivered at a critical juncture in
the course of Surrealism, following the opening of the international exhibitions in Prague and Tenerife, and just before
the political uproar of the Congrès des Écrivains pour la
Défense de la Culture and the suicide of René Crevel. The
four sessions are projected as follows: 1) Why I am a Surrealist, by X.X.X; Breton slide show; Dalí, costumed appropriately, will read his poem ‘I eat Gala’; Friendly Advice, by Max
Ernst. 2) Will Surrealism disappear with bourgeois society?
Discourse on ruins by Breton; slide lecture by Dalí based on
Millet’s ‘Angelus’ “accompanied by a tragic-atmospheric pantomime” between the male and female figures of the painting.
3) On poetic evidence, by Éluard; participation by Arp,
Hugnet, Breton, Ernst. 4) Breton on the surrealist situation of
the object, and the situation of the surrealist object; Hugnet on
everyday life, Tanguy on the ordinary object; “Dalí will present
the latest surrealist objects and object-beings... and will
explain the surrealist truculence of their mechanisms.”
[Paris, 1935]
$750.00
Biro/Passeron p. 102; Nadeau: Documents surréalistes, p.
291ff.; Jean p. 229; Milano p. 651f.
38
DADA. NO. 6: BULLETIN DADA. 5 FÉVRIER 1920
Editor: Tristan Tzara. (4)pp. (single sheet, folding). 2
mechanomorphic drawings by Picabia (1 printed in red over
text). Folio. Tabloid format, with enormous masthead in red on
the front (as well as red overprinting on front and back, at variance with, and superimposed on, the text in black. Including
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the program for “Matinée du mouvement dada, 5 février 1920,
Salon des Indépendants,” “Manifeste du mouvement dada,”
“Quelques présidents et présidentes,” and aphorisms by
Picabia, Tzara, Breton, Duchamp, Aragon, Ribemont-Dessaignes, Dermée, Éluard, Cravan, Soupault, De Zayas and
others. “Tzara followed Picabia to Paris early in January 1920
and brought out ‘Dada’ nos. 6 and 7 (‘Bulletin Dada’ and
‘Dadaphone’) from Picabia’s apartment. They belong to Paris,
in the sense that they contain predominantly the work of Paris
dadaists, apart from Tzara himself and Picabia, and have
grown closer to ‘391’ in appearance” (Ades). Horizontal and
vertical foldlines, with short clean tear; a few creases and
other light wear; a fine copy of this fragile issue.
Paris, 1920.
$7,500.00
Dada Global 173; Ades pp. 63, 65; Gershman p. 49;
Admussen 70; Chevrefils Desbiolles p. 284; Almanacco Dada
32; Sanouillet 226; Motherwell/Karpel 66; Rubin 462; Verkauf
p. 177; Reynolds p. 110; Düsseldorf 116; Pompidou: Dada
1362, illus. pp. 314; Washington: Dada pl. 362
39
(DALI) Paris. Pierre Collé
Exposition Salvador Dalí. Du 15 au 20 juin [1933]. (8)pp., 1
plate (“Cannibalisme des objets....”). 2 figs. 12mo. Orig. purple wraps. Glassine d.j. With an extensive text by the artist.
Paris [1933].
$400.00
40
(DALI) Paris. Jacques Bonjean
Exposition Dalí. Juin-juillet 1934. (4)pp. (single sheet, folding). Cover design by Dalí. Sm. 8vo. Self-wraps. With catalogue of 32 paintings, 2 sculptures, and 4 objets surréalistes.
Paris, 1934.
$300.00
41
(DALI) Paris. Quatre Chemins
Salvador Dalí. 42 eaux-fortes et 30 dessins pour Les Chants
de Maldoror. Exposition organisée par les Éditions Albert
Skira. Du 13 au 25 juin 1934. Invitation. (4)pp. (=one folding
sheet). 12mo. Self-wraps. (3)-pp. text by Dalí (“L’Angélus, de
Millet”).
Paris, 1934.
$250.00
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occasions when a one-man show was mounted for the
express purpose of humiliating the painter in question, but
such was the case with this exhibit, purportedly a corrective
to a show of De Chirico’s recent work then on view at the
gallery of Léonce Rosenberg. To signal their contempt for his
pictures of the past decade, especially those of the past several years, the surrealists hauled out from their own collections all the paintings they possessed from the artist’s early
period, and installed them in their own gallery around a model
entitled “Here lies Giorgio De Chirico,” consisting of a plaster
reproduction of the tower of Pisa surrounded by little horses
in india-rubber and doll’s furniture. Louis Aragon heaped
insults on him in the preface to the catalogue, which is
scrawled in a sloppy hand and aggressively marred with
crossouts and ink-blots, mocking him as a ‘false Oedipus’—a
charge which has, as Marcel Jean points out, a complex perversity all of its own. The final touches were administered a
few weeks later by Raymond Queneau in “La révolution surréaliste.” “His work can be divided into two parts: the first and
the bad.... Giorgio De Chirico’s early work does not excuse
the sinister clown of today the muddy colours of his recent
pictures and together with these pictures we shall throw into
the garbage-bins of oblivion this painter who was the first to
discover a mysterious and new aspect of mystery.”
Paris, 1928.
$850.00
Jean p. 136f.; Nadeau Documents surréalistes p.119ff.
(reprinting text in full)
45
DE CHIRICO, GIORGIO
Hebdomeros. (Collection Bifur.) 252, (2)pp. Sm. sq. 4to. Printed plain yellow wraps. D.j., with design by De Chirico. One of
288 numbered large-paper copies on uncut Hollande Pannekôck, from the limited edition of 300, apart from the regular
edition of 2500. First edition. “A travers une suite de visions
proches de ses premières toiles, mais où se trouves évoqués

42
(DALI) Paris. Renou & Colle
Dalí. Du 6 juillet au 30 juillet 1937. Invitation, printed on stiff
card stock. 126 x 163 mm. (ca. 5 x 6 1/2 inches). “Gala Géodisiaque, Girafes en feu, Portrait d’Arpo Marx,” and other
attractions.
Paris, 1937.
$200.00
43
(DALI) Takiguchi Shuzo
Dalí. (Seiyo Bijutsu Bunko.) 37, (1)pp., 49 plates (1 color).
Wraps., with portrait photo of Dalí. Covers a little tanned; a
crisp copy.
Tokyo (Atelier sha), 1939.
$600.00
44
(DE CHIRICO) Paris. Galerie Surréaliste
Oeuvres anciennes de Georges De Chirico. Du 15 février au
1er mars 1928. Preface by Louis Aragon. (12)pp. 5 halftone
illustrations; cover drawing, text and captions reproduced
from the manuscript original of Aragon. Lrg. 8vo. Dec. selfwraps. In the history of art there cannot have been many
45
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les thèmes postérieurs à la période métaphysique—les gladiateurs, les cavales, etc.—De Chirico-Hebdomeros, enfilant
comme en un collier métaphores, allégories, anagrams, lieux
communs intentionnels et autres jeux de langage, guide le
lecteur tout au long d’une sorte de voyage initiatique qui
s’achève par la rencontre du peintre avec l’immortalité, cette
femme dont les yeux sont ceux de son père”
(Biron/Passeron). By universal consensus, an astonishing
book. The large-paper format entails alternating signatures
with very wide margins. A fresh copy, unopened.
Paris (Éditions du Carrefour), 1929.
$1,250.00
Gershman p. 14; Ades 9.94; Biro/Passeron p. 202; Rubin
187; Jean p. 41; Reynolds p. 85

of these women were included in other de Zayas drawings of
the period and seem to have been among his favorite subjects. While he usually signed his drawings M. or Marius de
Zayas, on occasion he used the initials BS within a small rectangle, thus providing further amusement” (Hyland).
Other subjects include Miss Gladys Vanderbilt and Count
Szechenyi, Col. and Mrs. John Jacob Astor, Elinor Glyn, Nazimova, Alfred Vanderbilt, Mrs. Fiske as Rebecca West in
“Rosmersholm,” Richard Le Gallienne, Mrs. M. Orme Wilson
and Mrs. Rutherford Stuyvesant at the opera, Mrs. W.K. Vanderbilt, Mrs. George Gould, Anna Held, Mrs. Howard Cushing
and Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney at the opera, Mr. O.H.P. Belmont, Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt (and her chauffeur), Nikola
Tesla, and Prince Pierre Troubetzskoi.
No. 4 is illustrated entirely with terra-cotta bas-relief caricatures—a surprising innovation—signed “G. Garces.” Depicting
Mrs. Robert Goelet, Mrs. Goodhue Livingston, Clarence H.
MacKay, and Madame Johanna Gadski as Isolde, these too
may very well be by de Zayas, working under yet another
pseudonym, to judge from their style. A little light wear to the
cover of No. 1 (tiny hole, affecting a few letters); generally in
very fine condition. No copies on OCLC, or on any library
database we are aware of; extremely rare.
New York, 1908.
$6,000.00
Hyland, Douglas: Marius de Zayas: Conjurer of Souls
(Lawrence, Kansas: Spencer Museum of Art, 1981), p. 13ff.
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(DE ZAYAS, MARIUS)
As Others See Us. A semi-monthly of comment and caricature. Thomas O’Halloran, publisher. 6 issues. Vol. I, Nos. 1-6,
January 1, 1908 — March 15, 1908. (12)pp. per issue. Prof.
illus. Nos. 1-3 and 5-6, illustrated exclusively by Marius de
Zayas, contain a total of 43 caricatures, some from pen and
ink drawings, and others from charcoal and chalk compositions; those in Nos. 5-6 are signed with de Zayas’ pseudonymous signet “BS.” Lrg. 4to. Dec. self-wraps., stapled as
issued.
“[Marius de Zayas’] artistic output during his early years in
New York was considerable. In addition to his work for the
‘World,’ he was also a regular contributor to a number of other
publications. In 1908, de Zayas began his involvement with
‘As Others See Us,’ a twice-monthly review printed in New
York, which included caricatures of the leaders of New York’s
‘Four Hundred’.... In addition to an outrageous drawing of
Mrs. [Stuyvesant] Fish, de Zayas included depictions of Mrs.
Ogden Mills, Mrs. Clarence MacKay, Mrs. O.H.P. Belmont and
Consuelo, Duchess of Marlborough, among others. Several
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DEPERO, FORTUNATO
Two proof pages from “Depero futurista” (Milano, 1927).
[Page 197:] 219 x 278 mm. (ca. 8 5/8 x 11 inches), printed in
black on yellowish tan wove stock; [Page 199:] 220 x 273 mm.
(8 3/4 x 10 3/4 inches), printed on tan wove stock. Both are
slightly irregular. Versos blank. Both sheets reproduce advertising designs by Depero for Campari: the first leaf with two,
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the second with six, all dating from the later 1920s. Depero’s
brilliantly exuberant campaign for Campari, which began in
1925-1926. “Much of the success of the Milanese company
during the period can be attributed to the image created for it
by Depero between 1926 and 1928, one of the strongest uses
of graphics in advertising ever to be used to create an unforgettable, peremptory image” (Belli). A little rippling and wear,
the second sheet a bit spotted.
[Milano (Edizione Italiana Dinamo Azari), 1927].
$600.00
Cf. Belli, Gabriella (ed.): Depero Futurista: Rome-Paris-New
York 1915-1934 and more (Milano, 1999).
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DOESBURG, THEO VAN
Wat is Dada? (16)pp. Self-wraps., as issued. One of the most
important statements of Holland Dada, published in the same
year as the final number of “Mecano” (advertised here inside
the back cover) and the first (“Holland Dada”) issue of “Merz.”
Issued at the time of van Doesburg’s and Schwitters’ 1923
‘Dada campaign’ in the Netherlands—a tour of some dozen
towns—the pamphlet was for sale after each performance. A
recitation of “Wat is Dada?” by van Doesburg, dressed
severely in black and white, was the first item on the agenda
at the first soirée, held in The Hague on 10 January, and was
followed immediately by a choreographed outburst of birdcalls and barks from Schwitters, till then seated incognito in
the audience. Van Doesburg’s dramatically blunt cover typography is widely admired. A very fine, fresh copy.
Den Haag (Uitgave: “De Stijl”), 1923.
$4,500.00
Dada Global 106; Schippers: Holland Dada, pp. 56 (illus.),
137; Dada Artifacts 76; Motherwell/Karpel 235; Verkauf p.
178; Pompidou Dada 1312, p. 938, illus. 302.7, 753, 939.3;
Washington Dada p. 467

in.). 1 illus. (serving as a frontispiece to the text).
This was Ernst’s first exhibition in Paris, and the collages
were a revelation to Breton, who praised them eloquently in
the catalogue. (This catalogue also represents Breton’s very
first venture in the field of art criticism.) Almost all of the pictures had been sent from Cologne by Ernst, who was unable
to get a visa to enter France; they included paintings, drawings and collages, primarily dating from 1919, either entirely
by Ernst or by him in collaboration with Arp and Bargeld—-in
which case they were credited to ‘fatagaga,’ for ‘Fabrication
de tableaux garantis gazométriques.’ The vernissage was a
high-water mark of Dada happenings: Aragon, in the cellar
impersonated a kangaroo; Soupault played hide-and-seek
with Tzara; Péret and Charchoune shook hands with one
another for an hour and a half; and all the Dadaists wore white
gloves, and no ties. In the buffoonery, “it seemed unlikely that
more than a very few people took in the implications of what
was on the wall. This was, none the less, considerable. The
show did not consist only, for one thing, of collages. Less than
a quarter of the exhibits were a matter of scissors and paste:
more common by far was an erudite mixture of painting, drawing, photomontage, altered photography, altered advertisingmatter, and pure collage.... If it were possible to reassemble
the exhibition, it would probably be found to constitute a
small-scale dictionary of ideas and motifs, some of them
recurrent throughout Max Ernst’s career, others precipitated
for the occasion and never taken up again” (Russell). Graphically, one of the most electrifying examples of Paris Dada,
and very rare. A very fresh copy.
Paris, 1921.
$3,800.00
Documents Dada 31; Dada Global 238; Almanacco Dada p.
619; Sanouillet 285; Motherwell/Karpel 269, p. 176 (illus.);
Zürich 444; Russell: Ernst p. 60f.
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(ERNST) Paris. Au Sans Pareil
Exposition Dada Max Ernst. Du 3 mai au 3 juin [1921]. Text
by André Breton. (6)pp. Single sheet, folded twice as
issued, opening to reveal an interior text printed on a brilliant teal blue ground. 220 x 400 mm. (ca. 8 1/2 x 15 3/4

50
(ERNST) Paris. Au Sans Pareil
Ouverture de la Grande Saison Dada/ Exposition Max Ernst.
Small handbill, printed in various fonts on pale pink stock. 111
x 139 mm. (ca. 4 1/2 x 5 1/2 inches). This double-sided
announcement served to advertise both the opening of the
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(ERNST) Carrington, Leonora
La dame ovale. Avec sept collages par Max Ernst. (34)pp., 7
plates. Wraps. One of 500 numbered copies on vélin blanc,
from the edition of 535 in all. A fine copy.
Paris (G.L.M.), 1939.
$1,350.00
GLM 208; Rainwater 39; Hugues/Poupard-Lieussou 16; Gershman 12; Biro/Passeron 609
53
(ERNST) Fukuzawa, Ichiro
Ernst. (Seiyo Bijutsu Bunko.) 37, (11)pp., 49 plates (1 color)
Wraps., with portrait photo of Ernst. Japanese ownership
stamp on blank preliminary. A fine copy.
Tokyo (Atelier sha), 1939.
$700.00

50

“Grande Saison Dada,” on 14 April 1921 (“Visites, Salon
Dada, Congrès, Commémorations, Opéras, Plébicistes,
Réquisitions, Mises en Accusation et Jugements”) and also
the “Exposition Dada Max Ernst,” to follow, from 3 May to 3
June. The Ernst side of the handbill features high-style Dada
neologisms and fresh remarks (“dessins mécanoplastiques
peintopeintures antizymiques aérographiques.... les dames
sont priées d’apporter tous leurs bijoux...vous n’êtes ques
des enfants”). This was Ernst’s first exhibition in Paris, and
the collages were a revelation to Breton, who praised them
eloquently in the catalogue. In the opening buffoonery, “it
seemed unlikely that more than a very few people took in the
implications of what was on the wall. This was, none the less,
considerable. The show did not consist only, for one thing, of
collages. Less than a quarter of the exhibits were a matter of
scissors and paste: more common by far was an erudite mixture of painting, drawing, photomontage, altered photography, altered advertising-matter, and pure collage.... If it were
possible to reassemble the exhibition, it would probably be
found to constitute a small-scale dictionary of ideas and
motifs, some of them recurrent throughout Max Ernst’s
career, others precipitated for the occasion and never taken
up again” (Russell).
Paris, 1921.
$2,200.00
Documents Dada 29; Dada Global 236; Ades p. 165f. (illus.);
Almanacco Dada p. 619; Motherwell/Karpel p. 184 (illus.);
Zürich 448; Pompidou Dada 1509; Russell Ernst p. 61
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EVOLA, JULIUS
Arte astratta. Posizione teorica/ 10 poemi/ 4 composizioni.
(Collection Dada.) 24pp., 4 plates of abstract compositions by
Evola. Layout and design by Evola. 4to. Grey wraps., printed
in red and green with an abstract design by the artist.
One of the very few, very rare, publications of Italian Dada.
Julius Evola (1898-1974), painter, writer, Orientalist, and mystic, was the leading exponent of Dada in Italy. Co-editor, with
Gino Cantarelli and Aldo Fiozzi, of the short-lived Dada review
“Bleu,” Evola also organized the first and only Italian Dada
group exhibition, “Mostra del movimento italiano Dada” at the
Casa d’Arte Bragaglia in Rome, in April 1921, where he
showed abstract paintings and participated in its attendant
soirées. He had a one-man show at Der Sturm in Berlin in
January 1921, shortly after the publication of this book. The
“Mystical Abstraction” of his Dada compositions—essentially a strain of Purism in the service of a transcendental

51
(ERNST) Paris. Cahiers d’Art
Man Ray. Exposition de peintures & objets du 15 au 30
novembre 1935. Invitation card, printed on the recto with a
full-page collage by Max Ernst. 195 x 123 mm. (7 5/8 x 4 78
inches). Ernst’s collage, much in the style of “Une semaine de
bonté,” was composed specifically for this card (and is
inscribed “à man ray” in the image). This example is
addressed to Dr. et Madame Pierre Mabille.
Paris, 1935.
$450.00
Spies, Werner: Max Ernst Collages: The invention of the surrealist universe (New York, 1991), fig. 528
48
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dreamscape—replaced a brief quasi-Futurist phaseof “Sensorial Idealism,” as he called it. Two paintings of ‘paesaggi
interiori’ are reproduced in the book, along with a woodcut
and a line drawing; the Dada verse is in the manner of Tzara.
A superb copy, crisp and fresh, with a splendid large presentation inscription in brown ink on the title page, “hommage à
Louis de Gonzague-Frick/ J. Evola/ 197 Corso V.
Emmanuele/ Rome,” (and as usual, two minute corrections by
Evola in the text).
The poet Gonzague-Frick, active in Dada and Surrealist circles in Paris, later appeared in Jean Vigo’s “Zéro de conduit.”
Roma (P. Maglione & G. Strini), 1920.
$12,500.00
Dada Global pp. 68 (illus.), 326; Motherwell/Karpel 105;
Dachy pp. 161, 164 (illus.); Zürich 320; Tendenzen 3/290;
Pompidou: Dada 1234, illus. p. 532; Salaris p. 109f.; cf.
Hultén p. 474
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DIE FREIE STRASSE. NR. 9. NOVEMBER 1918
“Gegen den Besitz!” [Editors: Raoul Hausmann and
Johannes Baader.] (4)pp. (single sheet, folding). Front page
with massive block tilted on the diagonal, printed in black.
Tabloid folio, folded as issued. Texts by Raoul Hausmann
(“Gegen den Besitz,” uncredited), Johannes Baader (“Die
Geschichte des Weltkrieges,” under the pseudonym Joh. K.
Gottlob), Karl Radek (“Revolution und Konterrevolution”), et
al. “That psychoanalytic ideas were acceptable to Dadaists in
Berlin was consistent with their adherence to systematic politics, which Dadaists in France, Switzerland and America
rejected. Even so it was not Freudian psychoanalysis that
interested Dada in Berlin, but a psychotypology that was
based on the researches of Otto Gross as systematized in
1916 by Franz Jung...who, the following year, founded the
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review “‘Die freie Strasse’ to propagate these views. It
became the first voice of Dada in Berlin” (Rubin). A brilliant
copy, fresh and crisp.
Berlin-Friedenau (Verlag Freie Strasse), 1918.
$4,500.00
Dada Global 27; Almanacco Dada 59; Bergius p. 414; Dachy,
Marc: Archives dada/ chronique (Paris, 2005), p. 131f. (illus.);
Dada Artifacts 35; Pompidou: Dada 1369, illus. p. 125; cf.
Ades 4.64, Raabe 26, Rubin p. 10
56
GOVONI, CORRADO
Rarefazioni e parole in libertà. 4º migliaio. 49, (7)pp. Line
drawings and typographic compositions throughout. Sm. folio.
Printed wraps.
One of the most enchanting books in the literature of parole in
libertà, filled with lyrical freehand drawings and typographic
compositions enhanced by the spaciousness of the unusual
large format. “Govoni’s poetry is punctuated with flashes of
humor that strongly recall Rimbaud. Elsewhere it swings
between lines, handwritten in a deliberately simple and childlike style, and quite extraordinary typographical fantasies
which forecast the techniques of concrete and minimalist
poetry. Govoni’s literary background is stressed by bold page
designs which set up a contrapuntal theme throughout the
typographical experimentation that changes from one page to
the next” (Luciano Caruso, in Jentsch). Small trace of foxing
at left edge of cover; an unusually fine and fresh copy.
Milano (Edizione Futuriste di “Poesia”), 1915.
$2,500.00
Salaris p. 41; Falqui p. 68; Lista, Giovanni: Le livre futuriste
de la libération du mot au poème tactile (Modena/Paris,
1984) p. 19; Jentsch p. 321

57
(GROSZ, GEORGE)
“Gegen die Ausbeuter! Tödliche Wirkung gegen die bürgerlichen ideologien! ‘Der blutige Ernst.’” Promotional broadside
for “Der blutige Ernst.” Single sheet (machine-made green
wove stock), printed on both sides with texts (printed in red
and black) and line-drawn illustrations by George Grosz. 398
x 275 mm. (ca. 15 5/8 x 10 7/8 inches). Folio. The mention
here of Carl Einstein and Grosz as co-editors indicates a date
between November 1919, when, with the third issue, they
assumed editorial control of the magazine, and February
1920, when it ceased publication with its sixth issue. Grosz
and Einstein prepared the text of the flyer; credit for the montage layout is given at bottom jointly to Grosz and John Heartfield. Paper stock faded to brown, as usual; chips at extremities, with small losses.
Berlin [1919].
$2,200.00
Dada Global 40; Almanacco Dada p. 595 (illus.); Bergius p.
218 (illus.); Dachy p. 100 (illus.); Dachy: Archives dada/
chronique, p. 124 (illus.); Richter p. 111 (illus.); Düsseldorf 451
58
HAUSMANN, RAOUL
fmsbwtözäu pggiv-..?mü 1p., printed on the recto of a sheet
of heavily textured, uncut papier Isle de France à la cuve
(verso blank). 243 x 315 mm. (9 5/8 x 12 7/16 inches).
Inscribed “à son ami A. Weber/ RHausmann 50” in blue ink at
lower right.
This is a variant proof, different in composition, of Hausmann’s contribution to Iliazd’s “Poésie de mots inconnus”
(Paris: Le Degré 41, 1949). In the book, a classic livre
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d’artiste pairing texts and prints by modernist poets and artists
on folded loose folios, Hausmann is represented by two
sound poems, printed together on a single sheet: this one,
“fmsbw,” dating from 1918 (which is turned on its side) and
“Cauchemar,” (1938-1946). In the proof, the orientation is horizontal, which allows much more space around the text and
enables “fmsbw” to resemble its original 1918 design, a
poster in a conspicuously larger format.
Hausmann’s poster poems of 1918, masterpieces of concrete
poetry and typographic design which were the source of Kurt
Schwitters’ “Ursonate,” survive in one or two copies only. The
Musée National d’Art Moderne possesses both extant copies
of “fmsbw,” one printed on orange paper, and the other on
brown. The originals were printed in a blocky serif face different from that used by Iliazd.
“The inspiration for Schwitters’ ‘Die Ursonate’ (The Primal
Sonata) was Raoul Hausmann’s poster poem ‘fmsbw’ (1918),
which Hausmann had performed on their ‘Anti-Dada-Merz’
tour to Prague in September 1921. For Hausmann, the poster
poem represented poetry at its most reductive, elemental and
also most modern. Hausmann had chosen the sequence of
letters from a tray of letterpress type, thus introducing chance
into its production. Reduced to a few phonemes, the most
basic unit of speech, and spoken aloud, the poem communicates sound at its purest, stripped of its link to a concept. (The
letter ‘f’ signifies a sound in the primary sound system of language.) At the same time it is printed poster-size, communicating visually like an advertisement that can be taken in at a
glance. Schwitters, however, treated the poem like everything
else he encountered, as a found object. The string of
phonemes of the first line of Hausmann’s poem became the
material of an extended experiment that ultimately grew into
a forty-minute sound poem, the ‘Ursonate’ (Dorothea Dietrich,
in the Washington catalogue).
[Paris (Le Degré 41), 1949)]
$6,000.00
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Isselbacher, Audrey: Iliazd and the Illustrated Book (New
York: Museum of Modern Art, 1987), pl. 13; IVAM Centre Julio
Gonzalez: Raoul Hausmann (Valencia, 1994), p. 51 (illus.);
Benson, Timothy O.: Raoul Hausmann and Berlin Dada (Ann
Arbor, 1987), p. 158; Ades 4.36; Dada Almanac p. 121 (illus.);
Dachy pp. 96, 112 (illus.); Dachy: Archives dada/ chronique
(Paris, 2005), p. 204 (illus.); Bergius p. 126 (illus.); Verkauf p.
20; Foster, Stephen C. & Kuenzli, Rudolf E. (eds.): Dada
Spectrum: The Dialectics of Revolt (Madison, 1979), p. 62
(illus.); Poésure et peintrie (Marseille, 1993), p. 133f. (illus.);
Düsseldorf 387; Zürich 422; Pompidou: Dada 303-304, cf. p.
476, illus. pp. 477, 718; Washington: Dada p. 170f., illus. 100
59
HUGNET, GEORGES & SELIGMANN, KURT
Une écriture lisible. 38, (2)pp. 15 plates in text. Lrg. 4to.
Wraps. One of 175 numbered copies, from the edition of 255
in all. This copy is accompanied by a complete set of
printer’s galleys, heavily marked up in red pen by Hugnet.
15ff. (partly paginated 12-38 in black in by Hugnet), of which
the first leaf appears to be a trial proof, on different stock and
in a larger format, and the balance are on newsprint. Hugnet’s
annotations include substantive alterations (“formules” for
“couleurs,” “avenues” for “armures,” “objets” for “doigts,” and
so on), and the excision of two prominent subtitles (“Industries romantiques,” “Carnaval”). Also included is a quarto
prospectus, with prices for the various tirages.
Paris (XXe Siècle/ Éditions Chroniques du Jour), 1938.
$1,200.00
Pérégrinations 45; Ades 12.162; Reynolds p. 54
60
ICHIUJI GIRYO
Rittaiha miraiha hyogenha [Cubism, Futurism, Expressionism]. (378)pp., 51 plates (6 color). Sm. 4to. Dec. boards, 1/4
cloth. Cardboard slipcase, with mounted illustration after
Archipenko. Extensively illustrated, including several plates of
comparable new Japanese paintings.
The leftist critic Giryo Ichiuji was an influential figure in the
avant-garde Sanka group, when, in 1925 it began to be
rocked by ideological schisms—Marxist, anarchist, and aesthetic. “In 1924 Ichiuji published two books on modern art and
in both discussed Dada to some extent (‘Rittai-ha, Mirai-ha,
Hyogen-ha’...; [and] ‘Kindai Bijutsu 16-kou [16 Lectures on
Modern Art].... In the earlier work he accepted Dada’s decadence as the purity of the modern consciousness....”
(Omuka). Following this, in 1925, Ichiuji became an advocate
of a new Marxist art movement, Zokei, which had come out of
Sanka. “While at the time of its formation Zokei artists were
still continuing their experimentation in abstract painting and
expressionism, their rhetoric was strongly indebted to Ichiuji’s
forceful proletarian convictions” (Weisenfeld).
Tokyo (Arusu), 1924.
$1,250.00
Omuka, Toshiharu: “Tada=Dada (Devotedly Dada) for the
Stage: The Japanese Dada Movement 1920-1925,” in:
Janecek, Gerald & Omuka, Toshiharu: The Eastern Dada
Orbit... (Crisis and the Arts: The History of Dada, Vol. 4; New
York, 1998), pp. 291 n. 46, 333; Weisenfeld p. 118f.
61
(JANCO) Pillat, Ion & Perpessicius (editors)
Antologia Poetilor de Azi. 2 vols. vii, (1), 260, 342pp. 70 linedrawn illus. by Marcel Janco. Wraps. Edition of 1000 unnumbered copies. Light wear.
Bucuresti (“Cartea Romaneasca”), 1925-1928.
$2,000.00
Ilk K500, illus. p. 87
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(JANCO) Costin, Jacques G.
Exercitii Pentru Mina Dreapta si Don Quichotte. Cu un portret
al autorului si 5 desene de Marcel Iancu, 1 desen de Milita
Patrascu. 175, (5)pp. 6 full-page line-drawings in text (5 by
Janco). Lrg. 8vo. Wraps. (lightly soiled). Though one of the
1000 unnumbered copies constituting the regular edition, this
copy also contains the loosely inserted original linoleum
cut by Marcel Janco, signed in pen, which accompanied
the Luxusausgabe of 140 copies.
[Bucharest] (Editura Nationala S. Ciornei), 1931. $3,750.00
Ilk K446, illus. p. 93
63
KANBARA TAI
Miraiha kenkyu [A Study of Futurism]. (384)pp., 16 plates (5
frontispiece photographs, including portraits of Marinetti and
Kambara). Dec. cloth, with stylized portrait of Marinetti on the
front cover. “Japanese artists associated with Nika, such as
Kimura Shohachi and Kambara [Kanbara] Tai, also corresponded with Marinetti, who continued to be actively engaged
in disseminating futurism. Based on his contact with Marinetti and independent study of futurism, Kambara published his
‘Miraiha no kenkyu’ [Tokyo: Idea shoin, 1925]” (Weisenfeld).
Tokyo (Ideashoin), 1925.
$750.00
Centre Georges Pompidou: Japon des avant-gardes
1910/1970 (Paris, 1986), p. 516; Weisenfeld, Gennifer: Mavo:
Japanese Artists and the Avant-Garde, 1905-1931 (2002), p.
278f. n. 56.; Salaris p. 42
64
KIESLER, FREDERICK.
Manifeste du Corréalisme. Ou les états unis de l’art plastique.
(24)pp., on 5 gatefold sheets, loosely inserted in portfolio, as
issued. Most prof. illus. (partly in color). Sm. 4to. Dec. portfolio, designed by the artist. Advocating the spherical house, a
“maison libéré de l’esthétique traditionelle” in place of the
“cube-prison, panacée universelle,” Kiesler continues his
quest for the endless house. Extravagantly designed, with
massive pink brushwork arrows and embellishments throughout, and lavishly illustrated with photographs of Kiesler interiors, such as his installations for Peggy Guggenheim’s “Art of
This Century” and the 1947 Exposition Internationale du Surréalisme, the publication is characteristic of his best graphic
work of the 1940s, for “VVV,” Breton’s “Ode à Charles Fourier,” and “Néon.” A very fine copy.
Boulogne, Seine (Architecture d’aujourd’hui), 1949. $850.00
Gershman p. 26

movement in the mid-nineteen-twenties. His artistic style,
which stimulated and inspired younger Japanese artists,
appeared futuristic and similar to that of Dada or proto-Dada
artists. One artist who was greatly influenced was Shuichiro
Kinoshita (1896-1991), a leading figure of the Futurist movement in Japan.... Just after...the publication of the ‘Poems of
Dadaisuto Shinkichi’ in 1923, Kinoshita published the book
‘Mirai-ha towa? Kotaeru’ (What Is Futurism? Answer) which
he co-authored with David Burliuk. In the book the authors
give an outline of the development of modern art with a curious explanation of Dada which says that, like the improvisations of Kandinsky, Dada is similar to the drawings of children.
They are innocent, pure creations which indulge in painting
itself without specific purpose. Kinoshita himself apologizes in
the preface for incorrect descriptions because the text was
hastily written in one month” (Omuka).
“La rédaction définitive, ainsi que certains passages—dont
celui présenté ici—sont sans nul doute à la seule plume de
l’auteur japonais. Malgré d’inévitables partis pris, le chapitre
consacré au ‘Mouvement futuriste au Japon’ est une précieux
témoignage qui saisit les événements dans leur actualité. Il
montre aussi à l’évidence cette volonté constante dont firent
preuve les artistes japonais, de comprendre dans sa vérité
même cet art venu de l’étranger, de la décourvrir dans ses
manifestations les plus authentiques” (Vera Linhartova, in
“Japon des avant-gardes 1910/1970”). A handsome copy.
Tokyo (Chuobijutsusha), 1923.
$3,500.00
Urawa Art Museum: Books as Art: From Taisyo Period Book
Design to Contemporary Art Objects (2001), p. 32 pl. 20; Centre Georges Pompidou: Japon des avant-gardes 1910/1970
(Paris, 1986), pp. 147ff. (two illus.), 516; Weisenfeld, Gennifer: Mavo: Japanese Artists and the Avant-Garde, 19051931 (2002), p. 49; Omuka, Toshiharu: “Tada=Dada (Devotedly Dada) for the Stage: The Japanese Dada Movement
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KINOSHITA SHUICHIRO & BURLIUK, DAVID
Miraiha to wa? Kotaeru [What Is Futurism? Answer]. / Was ist
der Futurismus? Antwort. Verfasst von russischer Futirist
David. Burluk und japanischer Futirist Shiu. Kinoshita [sic]. I.
Auflage. (4), 266, (6)pp. 6 frontispiece plates (2 color), including work by the collaborators. Prof. illus. Dec. wraps., printed
in green, plum and black, with a figurative abstraction, overprinted with text.
A major publication from one of the most interesting episodes
of the international avant-garde in the early 1920s. “David
Burliuk, known as the father of Russian futurism, came from
Vladivostok to Tsuruga, Japan, in October 1920, He left
Yokohama for the United States in August 1922. In the interim, he managed to instigate Japanese modernists and to
leave a clear footprint on the development of the modern art
65
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1920-1925,” in: Janecek, Gerald & Omuka, Toshiharu: The
Eastern Dada Orbit... (Crisis and the Arts: The History of
Dada, Vol. 4; New York, 1998), p. 238, 250
66
KÖLN. BRAUHAUS WINTER
Dada-Ausstellung. Dadavorfrühling. Gemälde, Skulpturen,
Zeichnungen, Fluidoskeptrik, Vulgärdilettantismus. [April-May
1919.] (4)pp. Single sheet, folding, opening to reveal an interior text printed on a spectacular bright scarlet ground. Dada
typographic designs on the exterior (attributable to Johannes
Baargeld), including a hand with occult symbols, and a text in
Hebrew. Sm. 4to. Self-wraps. Texts by Johannes Baargeld
and Max Ernst.
One of the most brilliant ephemera of German Dada. “This
dada exhibition has spawned more anecdotes than any other,
some of them contradictory. Certainly it opened, and ended,
turbulently, and was equally eventful while it was running....
[It] was organized hurriedly, as a separate manifestation after
the montages and sculptures by Ernst and Baargeld had
been removed from a juryless exhibition organised by the
Artists’ Union of Cologne in the Museum of Decorative Arts.
They hired a glass-roofed court partly exposed to the rain at
the rear of the Brasserie Winter, reached through the gentlemen’s lavatory. Visitors were challenged to destroy what they
didn’t like, and everything stolen and destroyed was constantly replaced. Several of the works which disappeared
were reproduced in “Die Schammade”: Baargeld’s ‘Antropofiler Bandwurm,’ a relief construction of odds and ends like a
frying pan, cog, springs and a bell, and Ernst’s wire sculpture,
which has certain similarities with Janco’s ‘Construction,’

reproduced in the Zürich ‘Dada’ 1. The critics tended to be
bemused” (Ades). The public, however, appears more than
anything else to have been disoriented. It seems that the
manifestation which most scandalized the audience was not
the spectacle of a young girl in first communion dress reciting
obscene poetry, but a “pornographic” image reported to the
police which, on investigation, proved to be a reproduction of
Dürer’s ‘Adam and Eve’ incorporated in an Ernst collage. A
very fine, fresh copy.
Köln, 1919.
$7,500.00
Dada Global 133; Ades p. 105f.; Motherwell/Karpel 152;
Dada Artifacts 57; Düsseldorf 338; Zürich 433; Pompidou:
Dada 1325, illus. p. 273
67
KOGA HARUE
Koga Harue gashu kaidai K.H. [Paintings by Koga Harue.
Titles elucidated by Koga Harue]. (4), 27, (1)pp., 32 plates.
Tissue guards. Dec. wraps., with reproduction of a painting by
Koga on the front cover. Original glassine (chipped). “Successivement influencé par le fauvisme, le cubisme et l’expressionisme allemand, surtout par André Lhote et Paul Klee,
ensuite par De Chirico et Max Ernst, il créa un monde insolite
et extraordinaire avec des combinaisons inattendues d’êtres
et de choses, amalgames de toutes les tendences du modernisme de son époque. Son inspiration fut plutôt littéraire,
car il y eut un mouvement du modernisme à cette époque, dit
‘Shin-Kankaku-ha’ (‘école d’une nouvelle sensation’) dont
Yasunari Kawabata, prix Nobel de littérature, était membre.
Harue Koga ne connue pas la période la plus faste du mouvement (de 1938 à 1939) car il mourut en 1933, dément. Par
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ses oeuvres des années 1929-1930, il est le meilleur
précurseur artistique du Surréalisme au Japon” (Biro/
Passeron). Numerous works by the artist are illustrated in the
Pompidou catalogue, “Japon des avant-gardes 1910/1970.”
Tokyo (Dai ichi Shobo), 1931.
$950.00
Centre Georges Pompidou: Japon des avant-gardes
1910/1970 (Paris, 1986), pp. 191 (illus.), 516; Biro/Passeron
p. 233
68
LONDON. THE SACKVILLE GALLERY
The Italian Futurist Painters. [Exhibition of Works by the Italian Futurist Painters. March 1912.] 36pp. 8 illus. Sm. 8vo.
Wraps. The texts include the “Initial Manifesto of Futurism” of
Marinetti, “The Exhibitors to the Public” (Boccioni, Carrà, Russolo, Balla, Severini) and “Manifesto of the Futurist Painters”
(undersigned by the same). The British edition of the catalogue of this historic exhibition, circulated throughout Europe
in 1912 (others being issued by Der Sturm in Berlin and Bernheim-Jeune in Paris). A fine copy.
London, 1912.
$450.00
69
(MAGRITTE) Bruxelles. Galerie Le Centaure
Exposition Magritte. 23 avril - 3 mai 1927. (8)pp. 3 full-page
plates. Sm. 4to. Self-wraps. The catalogue of Magritte’s first
solo exhibition, with texts by P.-G. van Hecke and Paul
Nougé, and checklist of 61 items (including 12 untitled
“papiers collés”). “From 1926 Magritte was able to devote
himself exclusively to painting, having signed contracts with
Paul-Gustave van Hecke (1887-1967), co-founder of the
Brussels galleries Sélection and Galerie Le Centaure. Van
Hecke, who wrote the first significant article about Magritte’s
work, gave Magritte his first one-man show (consisting of 61
works) at Le Centaure a month later. The exhibition marked
Magritte’s emergence as a Surrealist, notably in the ‘Lost
Jockey’.... (Anneke J. Wijnbeek, in the Dictionary of Art). A little light wear. Rare.
Bruxelles, 1927.
$950.00
Dictionary of Art 20.100

70
(MAGRITTE) Eluard, Paul
Moralité du sommeil. Dessins de René Magritte. (8)pp. 2 illus.
(1 full-page). Wraps. Glassine d.j. “En 1941, Magritte illustre
de deux dessins ‘Moralité du sommeil.’ Le 2 mai, il écrit à Eluard, ‘Mon cher ami, Van Hecke te montrera les deux dessins
pour ‘Moralité du sommeil.’ J’espère que les dessins ne
seront pas une déception pour toi. J’ai craint un peu, pas trop,
car le temps n’est plus des sentiments intempestifs, que dans
ces dessins une incitation à l’interprétation symbolique ne soit
fait au public? Erreur, me disent Scutenaire, Lecomte et
Marien qui sont des experts...” (Pompidou). The fine frontispiece drawing is of a long-haired woman whose face and
body are the barred black void of a prison cell. A very fine
copy.
Anvers (L’Aiguille aimantée) [1941].
$500.00
Centre Georges Pompidou: Eluard et ses amis peintres
(1982), p. 140.
71
(MAN RAY ) Paris. Librairie Six
Exposition dada Man Ray. Du 3 au 31 décembre 1921. Catalogue, together with the invitation to the vernissage.
Catalogue: single sheet, folded to form four columns of text
on the recto; the verso a high gloss solid black surface. Invitation: single sheet in triangular format, with text in black on
a bright yellow background (verso blank). “Catalogue de la
première exposition européenne de Man Ray,” with an
unsigned introductory statement, and paragraphs by Louis
Aragon, Hans Arp, Paul Éluard, Max Ernst, Man Ray himself,
Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes, Philippe Soupault and Tristan Tzara. This is followed by a checklist of 35 items (headlined in particularly expressive dada typography) dating
between 1914 and 1922 (!). The separate invitation, insouciantly worded and friskily designed, is headlined “Une
bonne nouvelle,” and continues “Cher ami, vous êtes invité
au vernissage de l’exposition Man Ray (charmant garçon),”
and concludes, eventually, with a list of items “n’oubliez pas:
ni fleurs, ni couronnes, ni parapluies, ni cathédrales, ni tapis,
ni paravents, ni système métrique....”
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“Within the year Man Ray’s first show in Europe opened at the
Librairie Six, a small bookshop owned by Philippe Soupault.
The invitation to the opening was headed ‘Good News,’ and
announced that the exhibition was patronized by ‘the présidence of the Dada movement. The catalogue of the exhibition
carried texts by many of Man Ray’s new friends, who were
also the leading Paris Dadaists (later to become Surrealists,
with the exception of Ribemont-Dessaignes).... Man Ray himself contributed a few humorous lines described as ‘Thoughts
on Art.’ Besides the various statements, a fanciful biographical note offered the information that ‘It is no longer known
where Monsieur Ray was born. After a career as coal merchant, millionaire several times over and chairman of a chewing-gum trust, he has decided to accept the invitation of the
Dadaists to show his latest canvases in Paris.’ Man Ray and
Duchamp planned a crazy event for the opening. Bunches of
brightly colored balloons floated in front of the works, obscuring the spectators’ view. At Man Ray’s signal, his friends
exploded the balloons with their cigarettes, loudly cheering”
(Schwarz). “On remarqua l’absence, parmi les textes des
‘répondants’ parisiens de Man Ray, de toute caution émanant
de F. Picabia qui venait de se retirer du Mouvement” (Documents Dadas). The catalogue with one additional fold (probably as mailed); the invitation with two foldlines (as designed,
for insertion around the catalogue). Both are in very fine condition. Extremely rare, particularly as an ensemble.
Paris, 1921.
$6,500.00
Dada Global 244; Ades 8.44; Documents Dada 43-44;
Sanouillet 289; Motherwell/Karpel 342; Düsseldorf 180; Tendenzen 3/133-3/134; Washington: Dada 1334, illus. p. 642
73
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(MAN RAY) Paris. Galerie Surréaliste
Tableaux de Man Ray et objets des îles. Ouverture de la
Galerie Surréaliste. Exposition, 26 March - 10 April 1926.
(16)pp. 7 illus. Sm. 4to. Photo-illus. wraps. A “preface” consists of quoted statements by Jarry, Aragon, Nerval, Soupault,
Leiris, Cros, Breton, Péret, Desnos, Apollinaire, Diderot, Rimbaud, Lautréamont, and others; the complement to the 24 pictures by Man Ray is a selection of Oceanic sculptures and
objects from the collections of Breton, Eluard, Aragon, Picasso and others. This was the inaugural exhibition of the Galerie
Surréaliste, advertising “La révolution surréaliste,” (“la revue
la plus scandaleuse du monde”). A fine copy.
Paris, 1926.
$2,250.00
Dada Global 248; Ades 9.82; Rubin p. 462; Milano. p. 649;
Pompidou: Breton p. 183
73
(MAN RAY) Pana, Sasa
Muntii noaptea nelinistea. Poeme. Man Ray: desen. 47,
(1)pp. Line-drawn frontis. by Man Ray. Sm. 4to. Wraps. One
of 180 numbered copies, from the limited edition of 199. Internal inscription, dated Bucharest 1940. Very rare.
[Bucharest] (Editura UNU), 1939/1940.
$2,500.00
Ilk K494, illus. p. 102
74
MARIABURG [BELGIUM]. WILLEMS-FONDS
Dada. Dada. Op Zaterdag 18 September 1926 in het lokaal
“Vlaamsche Kelder.” Door Maurice van Essche. Single sheet
(verso blank, overprinted in bright yellow). 244 mm. square
(ca. 9 5/8 inches square). 4to. A rare survival of Flemish
72
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Dada, this small poster promotes a Dada lecture in the town
of Mariaburg, near Antwerp, by the writer and dealer Maurice
van Essche, a founder of the avant-garde review “Ça ira”
(1920-1923). Though late, it is a rare instance of Belgian
Dada typography, and an arresting piece of design, with its
remarkable blank yellow verso. A few light creases.
Mariaburg, 1926.
$1,800.00

of Futurist typographic expression; the folding plates present
the most famous of all parole in libertà.
Milano (Edizioni Futuriste di “Poesia”), 1919.
$3,750.00
Salaris p. 48; Falqui p. 45; Taylor p. 110; Andel 44; Spencer
p. 24f.; The Avant-Garde in Print 1.3, 1.4, 4.1; Jentsch p. 328;
Pompidou: Dada 1261; Andel, Jaroslav: Avant-Garde Page
Design 1900-1950, no. 105

75
MARINETTI, F.T.
Futuristische Dichtungen. Autorisierte Übertragungen von
Else Hadwiger, mit einführenden Worten von Rudolf Kurtz
und einem Titelporträt vom Futuristen Carrà. 15, (1)pp. Cover
drawing by Carrà. Self-wraps., stitched, as issued. Printed on
oat-colored wove paper. Uncut. An early manifestation of
Futurism in Berlin. 1912 also saw the publication of several
Futurist manifestos by Der Sturm, and the opening there of
the landmark travelling exhibition of Futurism, which had
been launched earlier in the year in Paris, at BernheimJeune. A very fine copy.
Berlin-Wilmersdorf (A.R. Meyer), n.d. [1912].
$950.00
Hultén, Pontus (ed.): Futurism & Futurisms (New York, 1998),
p. 427; Salaris p. 46

77
MARINETTI, F.T.
Denki ningyo [Poupées électriques]. Translation and introduction by Kanbara Tai. (Senku Geijutsu Sosho. 3.) (4), 120,
(6)pp. Frontispiece photograph of Marinetti. Dec. wraps., with
line-drawn abstraction.
Futurism arrived early in Japan, translations of fundamental
texts and indeed indigenous Japanese Futurist art appearing
by 1915, and it was extremely important to the formation of
avant-garde into the 1920s and after. The artist Kanbara Tai,
who prepared this edition, was already in correspondence
with Marinetti by 1916, while still in his teens. This is the second Japanese edition; the first, with a different cover and a
different frontispiece photograph of Marinetti, was issued in
1921. Here, the cover design—an elegant freehand architectural abstraction, with mysterious birds or clouds—is very
possibly by Kanbara, as is a quite similar design for an edition
of poems by Hirato Renkichi, which Kanbara edited in 1931.
This version also reproduces the handwritten inscription
Mainetti added to a copy of the revised 1920 Italian edition of
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MARINETTI, F.T.
Les mots en liberté futuristes. 107, (9)pp., including 4 folding
plates. Wraps., printed in red and black. The great masterpiece
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et Benjamin Crémieux. Par ailleurs, on peut lire en note (p.
60) dans ‘Prolégomènes à une éthique...,’ 1930: ‘Les essais
que j’ai publiés en 1925, sur Saint-Just et en 1927, sur Étienne Marcel, paraîtront quelque jour réunis en un seul volume avec un troisième sur Dzerjinsky, sous le titre: ‘Un seul
Diable en trois personnes....’ [Seul] un fragment de Dzerjinsky aura paru dans ‘La révolution surréaliste’ en 1926” (Gervais et al). Presentation copy, inscribed “à Jean Bernier, avec
toute l’amitié et la confiance de Massot (27).”
Paris (Imprimé sur les presses de E. Keller), 1927. $500.00
Gervais, André; Franklin, Paul B. & Pfister, Gérard: Bibliographie de Pierre de Massot (“Étant donné,” No.2, 1999, p.
174f.)
80
(MIRO) Paris. Galerie Pierre
Exposition Joan Miró. 12-27 juin 1925. (8)pp. (single sheet,
folding). With text, “Les cheveux dans les yeux,” by Benjamin
Péret, and checklist of 16 paintings (some lent by Éluard and
Breton, among others). The verso of the sheet, when unfolded, forms a small poster, with reproduced signatures of 25
famous Parisian Surrealists (Breton, Eluard, Péret, Aragon,
Ernst, Desnos, Soupault, Boiffard, et al.) collectively inviting
the recipient to the exhibition, and the opening reception, 12
June at midnight.
Paris, 1925.
$750.00
Ades 9.80

77

the book (“Elettricità sessuale”) that he sent to Kanbara. The
play itself (“Drame en trois actes,” originally published in Paris
in 1909, with a preface on Futurism) was staged in Tokyo in
May 1925.
Tokyo (Kinseido), 1924.
$1,800.00
Centre Georges Pompidou: Japon des avant-gardes
1910/1970 (Paris, 1986), pp. 187 (illus.), 516; Salaris p. 42
78
MARINETTI, F.T. & FILLÌA
La cucina futurista. 267, (5)pp., 2 plates. Lrg. 8vo. Orig. yellow wraps., printed in orange. The famous cookbook. “Futurist gastronomy was officially launched with the ‘Manifesto of
Futurist Cuisine’ (‘La Gazzetta del Popolo, Turin, 28 December 1930), in which Marinetti proposed the abolition of pasta,
and of ‘the traditional combinations in favor of experimenting
with completely new, absurd combinations,’ thus obtaining
absolute originality at the table. The recipes appeared shortly
after in the volume ‘La cucina futurista’’ (Hultén). Hors-texte
illustrations include designs by Guido Fiorini for Futurist
restaurants, Futurist cooks at the Taverna Santopalato in Torino, and two decorative panels by Enrico Prampolini. Small
library stamp on back cover.
Milano (Sonzogno), [1932]
$3,500.00
Salaris p. 51; Hultén p. 458
79
MASSOT, PIERRE DE
Étienne Marcel, prévôt des marchands. 34, (2)pp. Sq. 8vo.
Black wraps., printed in gold. “L’auteur précise que ce livre a
été refusé par trois éditeurs: Léon Pierre-Quint, Jean Paulhan

81
(MIRO)Takiguchi Shuzo
Miró. (Seiyo Bijutsu Bunko.) 36, (10)pp., 49 plates (including
frontispiece in color). Dec. wraps., with portrait of Miró on the
front cover. Covers a bit chipped and worn.
Tokyo (Atelier sha), 1940.
$800.00
La planète affolée: Surréalisme, dispersion et influences,
1938-1947 (Marseille, 1986), p. 267
82
NEMOGUCE
Nemogucé./ L’impossible. (2), 136, (4)pp. Prof. illus. Lrg. 4to.
Pink wraps., printed in black. The most celebrated, and most
comprehensive publication of Serbian surrealism, edited by
Marko Ristic. Texts by Milan Dedinats, Mladen Dmitrijevic,
Petar Popovic, Oskar Davico, Vane Zivadinovic-Bor, and
Aleksandar Bucno, as well as Paul Éluard, Benjamin Péret,
René Char, André Breton, Louis Aragon, André Thirion and
others. Illustrations by Vane Bor, Djordje Jovanovic, Oskar
Davico, Djordje Kostic, Vane Zivanovic-Noe, Rade Stojanovic, Marko Ristic, Nikola Vuco.
‘Outside France, apart from Belgium...the first countries to
organize official surrealist groups were those in Central
Europe and the Balkans—the countries where French influence was strongest between the two World Wars, and which
had the closest ties with Paris.... In Yugoslavia, a properly
constituted surrealist group existed, and in 1930 published a
collection of texts and illustrations under the title of
‘Nemogoutché’ (‘The Impossible’) at the ‘Surrealist Press’ in
Belgrade. This publication, which included articles by French
surrealists with whom they were in correspondence... was the
‘first collective manifestation of Surrealism in Yugoslavia.’ Its
appearance was not dissimilar to that of ‘La révolution surréaliste,’ and it featured a number of unusual photographs,
some executed in Paris, and reproductions of pictures in tragic tones by Vane Bor, others by Zivanovitch-Noe very much
influenced by André Masson, and drawings by Stoyanovitch,
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Jovanovitch, and Davitcho” (Marcel Jean). The double-page
title composition, printed in red and black, is a work of haunting beauty. Soft crease at top left throughout; backstrip
chipped; a little other light wear. Extremely rare.
Beograd (Nadrealistichka Izdanja/ Éditions surréalistes),
1930.
$8,500.00
Jean, Marcel: The History of Surrealist Painting (London,
1960), p. 259; Biro/Passeron p. 299; Benson, Timothy O.
(ed.): Central European Avant-Gardes: Exchange and Transformation (Los Angeles, 2002), p. 291f.; La planète affolée:
Surréalisme, dispersion et influences, 1938-1947 (Marseille,
1986), p. 251; Milano p. 650
83
NISHIWAKI, JUNZABURO
Shururearisumu bungakuron [Studies of Surrealist Literature].
(6), 160, (4)pp., 4 plates with 5 halftone illus. Wraps.
Tokyo (Tennin-sha), 1930.
$750.00
Centre Georges Pompidou: Japon des avant-gardes
1910/1970 (Paris, 1986), p. 179 (illus.), 516
84
NOI
Raccolta internazionale d’arte d’avanguardia./ Recueil international d’art d’avant-garde. First series, complete in 4
issues, as follows: No. 1, giugno 1917; No. 2/3/4, febbraio
1918 (also called Anno II, No. 1/2); No. 5/6/7, gennaio 1919
(also called Anno III, No. 1); and No. 1, gennaio 1920 (misnumbered Anno III, No. 1). 8, 16 [defective, lacking pp. 7-10],
28, 16pp. Prof. illus., including original woodcuts on the front
covers by Enrico Prampolini (3 in color). Format varies: Nos.
1, 2/3/4 and 5/6/7 in folio, with dec. self-wraps.; No. 1 (1920)
in 4to., in dec. wraps. Glassine d.j. Texts by Paolo Buzzi, Tristan Tzara (“Froid jaune,” “Les saltimbanques”), Prampolini

(“Picasso,” “Architettura futurista,” “Noi!”), Pierre Reverdy
(“Voyage,” “Révolte d’amiraux”), Bino Sanminiatelli, Pierre
Albert-Birot (“Cage,” “Lundi”), Vincenzo Fani, Gino Severini
(“La pittura d’avanguardia”), Nicola Moscardelli, Alberto
Savinio (“Frammento”), Igor Stravinsky (musical score,
“Renard”), Blaise Cendrars (“La tête”), Edward Storer (“Masquerades: Designs for Fancy Dress”), Giorgio de Chirico (“La
notte misteriosa”), Carlo Carrà (“Contributo ad una nuova arte
metafisica”), Luciano Folgore (“Apollinaire”), Julius Evola
(“L’arte come libertà e come egoismo—prologo,” “Respiro”),
Paul Dermé (“Beautés de 1918”), and others. Apart from the
Prampolini covers, there are illustrations by and after Marcel
Janco (“A T. Tzara”), Severini, Arp, J. Smaltzighaug, Prampolini, Virgilio Marchi, Juan Gris, and others.
“Pendant l’été 1916 Tzara se rend à Rome, où il recontre
Enrico Prampolini. Il lui envoie peu après, pour sa revue ‘Noi,’
l’une de ses poésies, ainsi que des bois gravés de Marcel
Janco et de Hans Arp.... Prampolini s’ouvre avec beaucoup
d’enthousiasme à Dada en réalisant les premières recherches dans le domaine de l’art abstrait. Ayant quitté le mouvement futuriste, il publie alors la revue ‘Noi’ en fonction d’une
synthèse des avant-gardes. Son ami Sanminiatelli séjourne à
Zürich où il rencontre plusieurs fois les dadaïstes, faisant l’intermédiaire entre la rédaction de ‘Noi’ et Tzara. Dans leur
ensemble, les correspondants italiens se montre plus que
disponibles face au jeune poète roumain qui veut s’initier au
monde de l’avant-garde.” (Lista). Issue no. 2/3/4 is defective,
lacking pp. 7-10.
Roma, 1917-1920.
$5,500.00
Cf. Dada Global p. 67; Almanacco Dada 105; Lista, Giovanni: Dada libertin & libertaire (Paris, 2005), p. 119f.; Dada,
l’arte della negazione (Comune di Roma, 1994), p. 140f.;
Pompidou: Dada 1389; Heller, Stephen: Merz to Emigre and
Beyond (London/New York, 2003), p. 37ff. (illus.)
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(PAALEN) Arnim, Achim d’.
Contes bizarres. Introduction par André Breton. Préace de
Théophile Gautier. Traduction de Théophile Gautier fils. Couverture de Wolfgang Paalen. (Collection “Voyants.” Vol. 3.)
236, (4)pp. Lrg. stout 8vo. Dec. wraps. Glassine d.j. Edition of
2000 numbered copies on vélin Bellegarde. Paalen designed
the cover of this book in two complementary parts: the wrapper itself, which is printed in purple with the author’s and publisher’s names and an abstract arrangement of swirling
swashes and blots; and a fragile glassine jacket on top of this,
with a fumage composition of biomorphic shapes, and the title
in a cloud of smoke. Together they create a mysterious, threedimensional effect of Surrealist ectoplasm and darting birds.
The glassine jacket rarely survives. Uncut. A fine copy, the
jacket in fresh condition.
Paris (Arcanes), 1953.
$350.00
Biro/Passeron p. 32

84

86
LE PAGINE. RIVISTA MENSILE
Anno II, n. 7 (15 marzo 1917) & n. 11 (15 luglio 1917). 2
issues. (16)pp.; (16)pp. 1 woodcut by Enrico Prampolini
(“Costruzione elissoidale [cavallo, uomo]”). Orig. wraps. Texts
by Tristan Tzara (“Le géant et le lépreux du paysage,” “Mouvement Dada: Marcel Ianco”), Maria d’Arezzo, Titta Rosa,
Mario Ponzio di San Sebastiano, Nicola Moscardelli. “La rivista raccoglie validamente le frange più moderne del liberismo, gli eterodossi del futurismo e il rappresentanti del dadaismo, con le collaborazioni letterarie e critiche di Titta Rosa,
Moscardelli, Onofri, Tommei, Meriano, De Pisis, D’Arezzo,
Tzara e le incisione astratte di Janco e Prampolini” (Giovanni
Lista).
Napoli (“Eco della Cultura”), 1917.
$1,200.00
Salaris p. 165; Almanacco Dada 113; Verkauf p. 165; Dada,
l’arte della negazione (Comune di Roma, 1994), p. 138
87
PANSAERS, CLÉMENT
Le Pan Pan au cul du nu nègre. Avec une gravure par l’auteur. (Collection AIO.) (28)pp. 2 woodcut illus. (frontispiece
and justification). Orig. wraps., with printed label. Uncut.
Unopened. One of 375 numbered copies on Simil Japon, of a
limited edition of 515. A scurrilous pamphlet, “Bang-Bang at
the Ass of the Negro Nude,” the first of three Dadaist books
by the author. Pansaers, a latter-day poète maudit whose
early death in 1922 signalled the end of the Dada movement
in Belgium, was a contributor to “Ça ira” and “Dada,” involved
with the “Littérature” group. A fine crisp copy, with the rare
promotional wrap-around band (with blurbs from Breton and
Renée Dunan).
Bruxelles (Éditions Alde), 1920.
$1,500.00
Gershman p. 31; Dada Global 78; Motherwell-Karpel 44
(“1922? copy not available to compiler”); Sanouillet p. 46;
Verkauf p. 164; Dachy: Archives Dada p. 318 (excerpt); Lista,
Giovanni: Dada libertin & libertaire p. 242; Pompidou Dada
1268, illus. 739; Zürich 330; Bruxelles, Bibl. Royale Albert Ier:
Cinquante ans d’avant-garde (1983), no. 15
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PARIS
Excursions & visites dada. 1ère visite: Eglise Saint Julien le
Pauvre. Jeudi 14 avril à 3 h. [1921]. Single sheet, printed on
recto only. Typography by Tristan Tzara. The central text of
the handbill, ascribable to Andé Breton, explains that “The
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Documents Dada 28; Dada Global 235; Almanacco Dada p.
624; Ades 8.46; Sanouillet 279, p. 244ff.; Motherwell-Karpel
p. 114ff.; Richter p. 183f.; Rubin p. 459; Dada Artifacts 129;
Düsseldorf 253; Zürich 449; Pompidou: Dada 1524, illus.
pp.714, 858; Washington: Dada illus 6.2
89
PARIS. GALERIE BEAUX-ARTS
“Exposition internationale du surréalisme.” A partir du 17 janvier 1938. Poster for the exhibition, printed in red-orange with
a large design by Kurt Seligmann, on cream-colored stock,
overprinted with text in black. 557 x 380 mm. (ca. 22 x 14 3/4
inches). The extremely rare poster for this epochal exhibit.
Interestingly, an alteration in the date of the opening is visible
at the top, where a clipped square with the number “17” is
pasted over the original “14” janvier. The extravagant Seligmann image is a silhouetted creature with voluptuous breasts,
one hand and one wing, her lower half a tree trunk with coiling roots; she wears, perhaps, a trailing cap reminiscent of
Delacroix’s “Liberty Leading the People.” Central foldline; a
nice copy, much superior to the copy in the Breton estate.
Paris, 1938.
$8,500.00
Hauser, Stephen E.: Kurt Seligmann 1900-1962: Leben und
Werk (Basel, 1997), p. 132 (illus.)
90
PARIS. GALERIE BEAUX-ARTS
Exposition internationale du surréalisme. Invitation pour le 17
janvier 1938. Card, printed on recto only, with text and
halftone photo. 110 x 140 mm. (4 3/8 x 5 1/2 inches). Invitation to the opening of the epochal exhibition. Captions advertise “Apparitions d’Etres-Objets,” “L’Hystérie,” “Clips fluorescents,” “Descente de lit en flancs d’hydrophiles,” and the
famous “Taxi pluvieux” of Dalí. At the center, a photograph of
the human automaton Enigmarelle (“descendant authentique
de Frankenstein” scheduled to appear at the opening at halfpast midnight) lurching in a parade among imperturbable
guards. A fine example.
Paris, 1938.
$950.00
Ades 12.137; Rubin 417; Nadeau p. 367; Milano p. 605f.
89

Dadaists passing through Paris, wishing to remedy the incompetence of suspect guides and cicerones, have decided to
organize a series of visits to selected spots, particularly those
which really have no reason for existing.....” this first excursion
did in fact take place, but it rained, and hardly anyone came.
As George Hugnet later recalled “In itself, this demonstration,
which took place at three o’clock on April 14, almost exlusively under the influence of André Breton, who was keenly sensitive to the outward effect of monuments and localities,
proved, more than anything, demoralizing. It consisted of only
a few individuals, almost improvised acts; one of the ‘numbers,’ perhaps the most successful (which does not mean
much), was a tour conducted through the churchyard, stopping here and there to read definitions taken at random from
a big dictionary.... The result was what followed every Dada
demonstration: collective nervous depression.”
“Par la variété des fontes, la réparition des volumes encrés, le
jeu des couleurs, ce document constitue une des plus
heureuses réussites de la typographie dadaïste” (Sanouillet).
Blue paper stock faded and somewhat browned as usual,
chipped at extremities, with tear at foldline.
Paris, 1921.
$1,250.00
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PARIS. GALERIE BERNHEIM JEUNE
Les futuristes italiens. Art plastique mural, aeropeinture futuriste, art sacré futuriste, décoration futuriste. 150 oeuvres
exposées par 20 artistes. Conférences sur l’aeropeinture,
l’aeropoésie et l’aeromusique par Son Ex. Marinetti de la
Royale Académie d’Italie. Avril 1935. 7, (1), 68, (2)pp. Prof.
illus. Oblong 4to. Self-wraps. Glassine d.j. The Paris version
of the exhibition “Prima mostra nazionale di plastica murale
per l’edilizia fascista,” first held at the Palazzo Ducale in
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Genova, in 1934. This catalogue is actually a French repackaging of the Italian edition, with a new cover and six pages of
preliminary texts in French (by Prampolini, Marinetti and Fillia) bound around the intact original from Genoa, complete
with the original Italian wrappers (designed by Prampolini),
Italian texts, and all original Italian advertisements.
Paris, 1935.
$750.00
92
PARIS. BERNHEIM-JEUNE & CIE.
Les peintres futuristes italiens. Boccioni, Carrà, Russolo,
Balla, Severini. 5-24 février 1912. Collective statement by the
artists; “Manifeste des Peintres Futuristes.” 32, (2)pp. 8
plates. Wraps. The first appearance of the great Futurist exhibition, later to travel to London, Berlin, Brussels, The Hague,
Amsterdam and München. Light wear.
Paris, 1912.
$450.00
Gordon p. 553; Apollonio p. 45ff.; Lista 167ff.
94
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PARIS. GALERIE PIERRE COLLÉ
Exposition Surréaliste. Peintures, dessins, sculptures, objets,
collages. Du 7 au 18 juin [1933]. Vernissage le mercredi 7
juin. Announcement/invitation, printed in black and red on
cream-colored wove card stock. An important exhibition, with
work by Arp, Breton, Dalí, Duchamp, Éluard, Ernst, Giacometti, Magritte, Miró, Picasso, Man Ray, Tanguy and others, as well as collaborative cadavres exquises.
Paris [1933].
$450.00
Milano pp. 594, 651
94
PARIS. GALERIE PIERRE COLLÉ
Il faut visiter l’exposition Surréaliste, 7 au 18 juin, à la Galerie
Pierre Collé. Announcement/invitation, printed on buff-colored
stock. (4)pp. (single sheet, folding). 12mo. On the back, three
large actual fingerprints in green ink, pressed onto the list of
exhibitors. An inventive design, typographically, in which one
word (“et”) is set in red ink; the famous fingerprints variously
attributed to Tristan Tzara and Max Ernst.
Paris [1933].
$1,250.00
Milano pp. 594, 651
95
PARIS. CAVEAU CAMILLE DESMOULINS
Hommage à Dada. 4 mai 1938. Organized by the Club des
Réverbères. Poster/program, printed in black stencilled letters
on yellow stock, in small folio broadside format. The evening
included performances of Tzara’s “Première aventure céleste
de M. Antipyrine,” Ribemont-Dessaignes’ “Le serin muet,” and
“Mort de Socrate,” by Satie, Poulenc, Cocteau, Honegger,
and Apollinaire.
Paris, 1938.
$350.00
96
PARIS. GALERIE GOEMANS
Exposition de collages. Arp, Braque, Dalí, Duchamp, Ernst,
Gris, Miró, Magritte, Man-Ray, Picabia, Picasso, Tanguy.
Mars 1930. “La peinture au défi,” par Aragon. 32pp., 23
plates. Sm. 4to. Publisher’s green wraps. The first significant
general exhibition of collage, here accompanied by the
famous text of Louis Aragon. Lissitzky and Rodchenko are
included in the plates, along with those mentioned earlier.
Paris (José Corti), 1930.
$750.00
Gershman p. 2; Ades 11.37; Rubin 464; Milano pp.. 593f., 650
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PARIS. GALERIE GOEMANS
Hans Arp, René Magritte, Salvador Dali, Yves Tanguy. Octobre 1929. Announcement card, printed in red and black on
cream-colored stock. 81 x 162 mm. (3 7/16 x 6 3/8 inches).
This stylish card appears to announce the reopening of the
gallery, which had just been redesigned by Sophie Taeuber.
Paris, 1929.
$300.00
98
PARIS. MAISON DE L’OEUVRE
Manifestation Dada. Le Samedi 27 Mars, à 8 f. 15 précises.
Broadside handbill designed by Tristan Tzara, printed in red
and black on pale pink stock (verso blank). Two mecanomorphic dada line drawings by Picabia, printed in red, superimposed over text. Printed sideways at right edge, advertisement for the forthcoming “Dadaphone,” “391” no. 12, and
“Proverbe.” Oblong sm. folio. 266 x 373 mm. (10 7/16 x 14
11/16 inches). Design by Tristan Tzara.
This was the third, and most elaborate, of three Dada demonstrations following the arrival of Tzara in Paris. A great succès
de scandale, it precipitated plans for the Festival Dada. We
quote at length from George Hugnet’s account of it, in his
“The Dada Spirit in Painting”: “On March 27, at the Théâtre de
l’Oeuvre, one of the most significant Dada demonstrations
took place. It consisted of plays (‘le serin muet’ by RibemontDessaignes, ‘la première aventure célèste de m. antipyrine’
by Tzara, and ‘s’il vous plaît’ by Breton and Soupault), written
in the Dada manner, pursuing every gratuitous fancy, every
absurdity of thought, and all eminently demoralizing. Breton
read, in complete darkness, a ‘manifeste cannibale’ by
Picabia. Some poems by Éluard (‘Examples’) were read.
Ribemont’s ‘le pas de la chicorée frisée’ (Dance of the Curled
Chicory) was played on the piano; likewise, as a joke, some
melodies by Duparc. A transparent set, in front of the actors,
consisted of a bicycle wheel and some signs hanging from
clothes-lines. These melodies, in such a setting, completely
exasperated the audience, which began to whistle even at
Duparc’s band music, which normally they liked. Delighted
with this contradiction, the actors, themselves Dadaists,
began to insult the audience, welcoming catcalls with a smile;
at this moment an anti-Dada paper, ‘Non,’ edited by René
Edme and André du Bief, was handed around. The program
of this performance, arranged, as usual, by Picabia, revealed
a resuscitated remark of Tzara as: ‘Dada Corporation for the
Improvement of Ideas.’ Picabia’s picture, ‘Portrait of
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Cézanne,’ was shown at this demonstration; having searched
in vain for a live monkey for the ‘still-life,’ the artist finally
showed the picture, as illustrated. The Théâtre de l’Oeuvre
had not witnessed such goings-on since the riot caused by
the presentation of Alfred Jarry’s play ‘Ubu Roi.’” Small loss at
top right corner, inconspicuous foldlines (with tiny split); a
bright and clean example.
Paris, 1920.
$8,500.00
Documents Dada 14; Dada Global 226; Ades 8.42; Almanacco
Dada p. 607 (illus.); Sanouillet 318; Dada Artifacts 115; Motherwell/Karpel pp. 176f., 191; Chapon p. 132; Rubin p. 458;
Andel: Avant-Garde Page Design 1900-1950 no. 141; Düsseldorf 258; Zürich 441; Pompidou: Dada 1472, illus. p. 738, 770
99
PARIS. GALERIE MONTAIGNE
Invitation permanente (1 personne) pour Les Trois Manifestations Dada. Le vendredi 10 juin [1921] à 9 heures, le samedi
18 juin, à 3 h. 30, le jeudi 30 juin, à 3 h. 30. 93 x 139 mm. (ca.
3 5/8 x 5 1/2 inches), printed on laid stock. With a selection of
stern Dada dicta on the back. “Ne pas confondre: Dada n’a
aucune succursale en province, ni en Italie, ni dans les mines,
ni dans la pitié. Ne pas confondre: Les sucres d’orage avec
les sucres d’orge, L’Institut avec les bains Turcs. Ne pas confondre: La Tour Eiffel avec les cardiopathies.....” Sanouillet
notes that only the first of the three events took place. “A la
suite d’une démonstration organisée par Dada contre Marinetti le 7 juin dans ce même Théâtre des Champs-Élysées, dont
les couloirs abritaient le ‘Salon Dada,’ le directeur Jacques
Hébertot décida de ‘priver les enfants d’exposition’ et boucla
ses portes pour interdire toute autre manifestation dadaïste.
Tzara et ses amis se vengèrent en sabotant de la soirée du 18
juin la représentation des ‘Mariés de la Tour Eiffel’ de Jean
Cocteau. Les invitations à ‘ne pas confondre’ visent entre
autres les Futuristes et les Ballets Suédois.”
Paris [1921].
$850.00
Dada Global 242; Documents Dada 36; Sanouillet 313
100
PARIS. GALERIE MONTAIGNE
Soirée Dada. Le vendredi 10 juin 1921, à 9 heures. 1f. (verso
blank). 268 x 210 mm. (ca. 10 1/2 x 8 1/4 inches). 4to.
“Clou de la ‘Saison Dada,’ cette ‘Soirée’ représente la manifestation dadaïste exemplaire, archétype de certains formes
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de théâtre contemporain d’avant-garde, à mi-chemin entre la
Commedia dell’Arte et le Happening. La pièce de Tzara, ‘Le
coeur à gaz,’ fut représentée à cette occasion pour la première fois” (Michel Sanouillet, in “Documents Dada”). Held
during the run of the famous Salon Dada at the Galerie Montaigne (6-30 June), the evening’s entertainments, in addition
to “Le coeur à gaz,” included “La chanson du catalogue de
l’exposition,” performed by a Mme. E. Bujaud on the piano;
Soupault’s “La boite d’allumettes (Le Président de la
République de Liberia visitera l’exposition)” and “Diableret,” a
piano duet; Aragon’s “A l’évangile”; a dance, “La volaille
miraculeuse,” performed by Valentin Parnak; “Le livre des
rois,” by Ribemont-Dessaignes; “Par le cou des brises,” by
Éluard; “Le vol organisée,” by Péret. Foldlines, some losses
at extremities, annotations on the verso; a rather worn copy.
Paris, 1921.
$800.00
Documents Dada 35; Dada Global 241; Almanacco Dada p.
629; Sanouillet 340; Pompidou Dada 1515; Tendenzen 3.129
101
PARIS. GALERIE MONTAIGNE
Venez voir du 6 au 30 juin Salon Dada. Invitation, typeset on
buff-colored laid paper (verso blank). 138 x 93 mm. This frequently reproduced card, with splendid dada typography by
Tristan Tzara (who also designed the catalogue) was issued
for the last major Dada exhibition. Under the cryptic formulation “dada escargot du ciel” are strewn the names of various
movement luminaries: Arp, Baargeld, Joseph Stella,
Duchamp, Eluard, Man Ray, Evola, Gala [Eluard-Dalí], Charchoune, Ernst, Aragon, Soupault, Tzara, Rigaud, Péret,
Cantarelli, Mehring, Ribemont-Dessaignes, Vaché, Fraenkel
and others. Indetectible central fold; very light wear.
Paris [1921].
$1,500.00
Documents Dada 33; Sanouillet 304; Almanacco dada p. 621
(illus.); Dada Artifacts 133; Motherwell/Karpel p. 181f. (illus.);
Tendenzen 3.126; Düsseldorf 262; Pompidou: Dada 1514
102
PARIS. GALERIE PIERRE
La peinture surréaliste. Exposition, 14-25 novembre 1925.
Preface by André Breton and Robert Desnos. (24)pp. 8 fullpage plates in text, by Arp, De Chirico, Ernst, Klee, Masson,
Miró, Picasso, and Man Ray. Self-wraps. (slightly soiled).The
rare catalogue of the very first Surrealist group exhibition.
Paris, 1925.
$1,500.00
Biro/Passeron p. 158; Reynolds p. 137;; Rubin p. 461; Milano
pp. 592, 649; Sheringham Ac122;
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PARIS. SALLE DES SOCIÉTÉS SAVANTES
Mise en accusation et jugement de M. Maurice Barrès par
DADA. Le vendredi 13 mai 1921 à 20 h 30 précises. Handbill,
printed in black, with brilliant yellow ground on recto. 40 x 320
mm. (9 1/2 x 12 5/8 inches). The verso gives a lengthy “Extrait
de l’Acte d’Accusation,” followed by a listing of Dada participants. Oblong 4to.
Organized by Breton in a spirit of grim seriousness wholly
incompatible with Dada whimsy (as Poupard-Lieussou
observes), the Barrès trial precipitated the rupture between
Breton and the future Surrealists on one hand, and Tzara and
the orthodox Dadaists, on the other. William Rubin writes, “At
the very time that Picabia was walking out on Dada, Breton
organized two ‘manifestations,’ in which a tendency foreign to
Dada emerged. The first of these, which Breton had obviously pondered for some time, was the mock trial of the writer
(and Deputy) Maurice Barrès for ‘crimes against the security
of the spirit’ in May, 1921.... The once liberal author of ‘Le
culte du moi,’ Barrès had become increasingly chauvinist
(president of the League of Patriots) and ‘bourgeois,’ while
committing himself to academicism in matters of literature and
art. (As Annette Michelson has pointed out, Barrès’ conversion in many ways anticipated and paralleled André Malraux’s
metamorphosis from radical novelist to Gaullist cabinet minister.) Breton was judge at the trial and Ribemont-Dessaignes
the public prosecutor, while Jacques Rigaud and the
‘Unknown Soldier’ (Benjamin Péret dressed in a German uniform) were the witnesses. Louis Aragon, the defense attorney,
did little to save the name of his absent ‘client,’ who was represented by a life-size mannequin. Despite all this, the ‘trial’ of
Barrès was deadly serious—too serious, in fact, for Tzara,
who on the witness stand reviled himself and the Dadaists, as

well as Barrès, as salauds and cochons.” Graphically, this is
one of the most vivid of Dada ephemera, as much because of
the electrifying yellow background as the Wanted-Dead-orAlive directness of the typography. Unobtrusive horizontal and
vertical foldines, with two small hairline splits.
Paris, 1921.
$2,500.00
Documents Dada32; Almanacco Dada p. 618; Sanouillet 321;
Dachy p. 141 (illus. in color); Rubin p. 114; Pompidou: Dada
1527, illus. pp. 738, 829; Washington: Dada illus. 6.11
104
PARIS. SALLE GAVEAU
Festival dada. Mercredi 26 mai 1920 à 3 h, après-midi. Programme. Handbill poster, printed in black on pale green stock,
overprinted in orange with an elaborate dada mecanomorphic
drawing by Picabia (and additional text). On the verso: catalogue of the Dada publishers and gallery Au Sans Pareil. 350
x 250 mm. (13 5/8 x 9 3/4 inches). Design by Francis Picabia
and Tristan Tzara.
On the program (which is headlined in orange with the
announcement “Tous les Dadas se feront tondre les cheveux
sur la scène!”) are featured “le sexe de dada,” “le célèbre illusioniste” by Philippe Soupault, “le nombril interlope, musique
de Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes, interprété par Mlle. Marguerite Buffet,” “festival manifeste presbyte, par Francis
Picabia, interprété par André Breton et Henri Houry,” “le rastaquouère” by Breton, “la deuxième aventure de monsieur Aa
l’antipyrine” by Tristan Tzara, “vous m’oublierez, sketch par
André Breton et Philippe Soupault,” “la nourrice américaine,
par Francis Picabia, musique sodomiste interprétée par Marguerite Buffet,” “manifeste baccarat” by Ribemont-Dessaignes, enacted by Soupault, Breton and Berthe Tessier,
“système DD” by Louis Aragon, “je suis des javanais” by
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Picabia, “poids public” by Paul Éluard, and “vaseline symphonique,” by Tzara, among other things; foxtrots were
played on the famous organ, accustomed to Bach; RibemontDessaignes performed his “danse frontière,” wrapped in a
large cardboard funnel oscillating at its tip. The audience,
pettishly put out by the Dadas failing to have their heads
shaved as promised, pelted the participants with tomatoes,
rotten eggs, bread rolls, and, from one corner, veal cutlets, a
novel touch. Tiny tears at edges, with a few small losses at
bottom; an extremely fine, bright copy, superior to those
exhibited in the 2005/2006 exhibitions, particularly rare with
such strong color.
Paris, 1920.
$9,500.00
Documents Dada 20; Dada Global 229; Almanacco Dada p.
607; Sanouillet 306; Motherwell/Karpel 45, p. 111ff., illus. p.
179; Dachy p. 136 (illus. in color); Düsseldorf 257; Zürich 443;
Tendenzen 3.112; Pompidou 1472, illus. p. 431; Washington:
Dada pl. 360
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PARIS. UNION DES ARTISTES RUSSES
Bal des deux Dianes. 4ème bal annuel travesti. 19 mars
1926. Salle Bullier. Photomontage poster, designed by
Georges Annenkov, printed in red and black. 392 x 290 mm.
(15 3/8 x 11 3/8 inches). Georges (Yuri Pavlovich) Annenkov,
who left the Soviet Union in 1924, had already lived in Paris
in 1911-1912, as a student of Maurice Denis and Félix Vallotton. The composition juxtaposes old and new: a Hellenic statue of Diana placed in front of the Parthenon and other ruins,
is seen against the red silhouette of a modern Diana—a tennis player lobbing a ball into the air over Paris; Charlie Chaplin, a biplane, and a stylish automobile are also brought in.
The annual balls of the Union des Artistes Russes were
among the highlights of the Paris season, beginning in the
early 1920s. Foldlines, with some substantial chipping at bottom and right edges; fragile.
Paris, 1926.
$1,250.00
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PÁSMO. No. 13/14
[Zone]. Revue internationale moderne. Éd.: Devetsil (A.
Cernik). No. 13/14. 10pp., printed on 2 sheets of lightweight
pale green stock. 23 halftone illus. Lrg. folio. Self-wraps. A
double issue of the international review, published by the
Brno chapter of Devetsil between 1924 and 1926. This issue
opens, remarkably, with texts by Jaroslav Seifert and Roman
Jacobson, juxtaposed with film stills of Chaplin, Harold Lloyd
and Douglas Fairbanks (as Zorro), continuing with Hans
Richter’s “Der neue Baumeister” (illustrated with projects by
Mies van der Rohe and Le Corbusier), Theo van Doesburg’s
“Das Ende der Kunst,” and other contributions by Vitezslav
Nezval, Vilém Santholzer, Otto Nebel, et al., and reproductions of work by Matulka, Teige, van Doesburg & van
Eesteren, Loos, Rössler (2 photographs), Pevsner and others. A little light wear and fading, one small clean tear; a very
nice copy, partly unopened, in a custom paper portfolio.
Brno [1925].
$2,750.00
Oxford, Museum of Modern Art: Devetsil: Czech avant-garde
art, architecture and design of the 1920s and 30s (1990), p.
71 (full-page illus. of the front cover of this issue); Houston,
Museum of Fine Arts: Czech Modernism 1900-1945 (1989),
p. 258; IVAM: The Art of the Avant-Garde in Czechoslovakia
1918-1938 (Valencia, 1993), p. 398; Verkauf p. 181;
Almanacco Dada 115
107
PÉRET, BENJAMIN
Il était une boulangère. (Les Cahiers Nouveaux. 11.) 75,
(5)pp. Collotype frontis., showing a page of the manuscript of
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the book. Wraps. One of 750 numbered copies on vélin de
Rives, from the limited edition of 800. Presentation copy,
inscribed to the Surrealist poet Robert Valançay “En attendant qu’il broute sur le boulevard Magenta/ Cordialement/
Benjamin Péret.” Fine.
Paris (Éditions du Sagittaire), 1925.
$1,250.00
Gershman p. 32; Milano p. 649
108
PICABIA, FRANCIS
Jésus-Christ Rastaquouère. Dessins par Ribemont-Dessaignes. (Collection Dada.) 66, (4)pp. 3 full-page linocuts of
drawings by Ribemont-Dessaignes. Sm. 4to. Orig. wraps.
with printed label. One of 1000 numbered copies, from the
edition of 1060 in all. Theoretical reflections on the philosophy
of Dada, regarded by Sanouillet as perhaps the single most
important Dada text of the period. Occasionally misdated
1919, the book was completed in July 1920, after the demise
of “Cannibale.” Borràs notes that “‘Rastaquouère’ (together
with its abbreviation, ‘rasta’), which signifies a rather flashy
foreigner living on a magnificent scale without any known
source of income, was a favorite word and concept of
Picabia’s.” A brief introduction is provided by Gabrielle Buffet.
A fine copy, unopened.
[Paris (Au Sans Pareil), 1920]
$1,200.00
Dada Global 211; Ades 7.23; Almanacco Dada p. 436; Gershman p. 34; Sanouillet 143; Biro/Passeron p. 332; Dachy p.
219; Motherwell/Karpel 317; Dada Artifacts 124; Verkauf p.
181; Reynolds p. 69; Düsseldorf 208; Zürich 335; Pompidou
dada 1276, illus. pp. 271.7, 744; Borràs p. 214 n.63
109
PICABIA, FRANCIS
Unique eunuque. Avec un portrait de l’auteur par lui-même et
une préface par Tristan Tzara. (Collection Dada.) 38, (2)pp. 1
line-drawn illus. Printed wraps. One of 1000 numbered copies
on vergé bouffant, from the limited edition of 1025. Picabia’s
long and rather aggressively flip nonsense poem, published
shortly before the first issue of his scurrilous “Cannibale.” This
is one of a handful of classic texts issued in the Collection
Dada (Tzara’s ‘Cinéma calendrier du coeur abstrait,’ Breton
and Soupault’s ‘Les champs magnétiques,’ and Picabia’s own
‘Jésus-Christ Rastaquouère’ were others) which Hans Richter
noted “constitute the high-water mark of literary production in
1920.” A fine copy.
Paris (Au Sans Pareil), 1920.
$1,800.00
Ades 7.24; Dada Global 210; Almanacco Dada p. 436 (illus.);
Gershman p. 34; Sanouillet 142; Motherwell-Karpel 323;
Verkauf p. 103; Richter p. 177; Pompidou: Dada 1281, illus.
pp. 271, 742, 671, 790
110
(PICABIA) Paris. Au Sans Pareil
Francis Picabia. Exposition dada. 16-30 avril 1920. Text by
Tristan Tzara. (4)pp. (single sheet, folding). Printed in black
on rust-colored stock, with full-page mechanomorphic line
drawings in red superimposed on the text throughout. Selfwraps. Design by Picabia and Tzara. Picabia’s first Paris
exhibition. “Cette très modeste exposition, organisé à la hâte
et avec les moyens du bord, réunissait une vingtaine d’oeuvres de caractère dada, dont certaines avaient déjà été
exposées à New York en 1915 ou aux Indépendants de Paris
quelques semaines auparavant” (Michel Sanouillet, in Documents Dada). Loosely inserted, the invitation card to the
vernissage, designed by Picabia, printed on pale green stock,
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the text superimposed on mechanomorphic designs by
Picabia printed in yellow-green (verso blank). “Le mouvement
DADA place ses capitaux dans les piqûres de whisky soda
chromatique et vous InVIte...” (signed “les présidents”). Both
the catalogue and invitation in perfect condition. Very rare.
Paris, 1920.
$4,500.00
Documents Dada 16-17; Dada Global 227-228; Sanouillet
290-291; Motherwell/Karpel 334, illus. p. 177; Verkauf p. 181,
illus. p. 66; Zürich 442; Pompidou: Dada 1486, illus. p. 742
111
(PICABIA) Paris. Galerie Povolozky
Francis Picabia Vernissage. Le jeudi, 9 Xbre [1920] à 9hs du
soir. Entrée pour 2 personnes. 1f., printed in black and red on
pale turquoise stock (verso blank). 116 x 212 mm. (ca. 4 3/8
x 8 3/8 inches). Oblong 8vo. This ticket advertises a number
of entertainments for the opening, including a “jazz-band
parisien,” composed of Georges Auric, Jean Cocteau and
Francis Poulenc, and a reading by Tzara (“un manifeste sur
l’amour faible et l’amour amer”). Coming soon: RibemontDessaignes lecturing on ‘that of which it is not permitted to
speak, in art.’ Faint center foldline. A handsome example of
Dada typography. Rare.
Paris [1920].
$1,500.00
Dada Global 233; Almanacco Dada p. 606; Sanouillet 293 ;
Düsseldorf 209
112
(PICABIA) Barcelona. Galerie Dalmau
Le 18 novembre 1922 ouverture de l’exposition Francis
Picabia. La veille, à l’Ateneo Barcelonés, Conférence par
André Breton: Caractères de l’évolution moderne et ce qui en
participe.... Handbill announcement. (4)pp. (single sheet, folding, of watermarked wove paper, printed on the first recto
only). Sm. 4to. Breton and Picabia and their wives motored to
Barcelona in Picabia’s Mercer to attend the opening of this
important exhibition. José Dalmau was an old friend of the
artist, and an early supporter of “391.” Among those to be discussed by Breton are De Chirico, Duchamp, Ernst, Man Ray,
Picabia, Apollinaire, Desnos, Huelsenbeck, Jarry, Lautréamont, Péret, Soupault, and Tzara, among others. A little light
foxing.
Barcelona, 1922.
$650.00
Pompidou: Dada 1543, illus. p. 7
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(PICABIA) Paris. Galerie Th. Briant
Francis Picabia. Nov.-Dec. 1929. (8)pp. 2 full-page plates in
text. Printed tan self-wraps. Checklist catalogue of 30 paintings (and allusion to 49 watercolors and drawings). The plates
reproduce two transparencies, “Héra” and “Mi.” A fine copy.
Paris, 1929.
$600.00
114
(PICABIA) Paris. Galerie Artiste et Artisan
Quelques oeuvres de Picabia (époque dada 1915-1925). Du
20 novembre au 4 décembre 1951. Text by Jacques-Henry
Lévesque. (8)pp. (single sheet, folding). Line-drawn illus. by
Picabia throughout. 12mo. Self-wraps. Checklist of 25 items,
some lent by Arp, Roché, Breton, Tapié, Tzara, and the artist.
Paris, 1951.
$150.00
115
DIE PLEITE. Vol. I, No. 1
Illustrierte Halbmonatsschrift. Editors: John Heartfield (“Helmut Herzfelde), Wieland Herzfelde. Vol. I, No. 1 (of 6 issues
published, before being banned). (4)pp. (single sheet, folding). 5 line-drawn illus. by George Grosz, including full-page
front cover. Sm. folio. Tabloid format. Texts by Carl Einstein,
Walter Mehring, M. Lunatscharsky; statement from the American Socialist Labor Party. Grosz’ drawings in this issue
include the famous “Von Geldsacks Gnaden” on the front
cover, and “Spartakus vor Gericht.—Wer ist bezahlt?”
“Die Pleite” was one of a series of small, short-lived reviews
edited by Herzfelde, Grosz and John Heartfield following
“Neue Jugend,” all of them marked by scathing political
satire, and all of them banned. After its sixth number (January 1920), “Die Pleite” was absorbed by “Der Gegner,”
though it resurfaced briefly and illegally in another guise in
July of 1923. “Die Pleite” was illustrated almost singlehandedly by Grosz, and contains some of his most famous line
drawings. The anomalous second issue was a pamphlet entitled “Schutzhaft” (‘Protective Custody’) in which Herzfeld
reported on his harrowing experiences in prison following his
arrest as a dissident publisher. It may be noted that virtually
all of the contributors to “Die Pleite”—Carl Einstein, Grosz,
Herzfelde, Heartfield and Mehring—were incessantly
harassed by the military and the police at this time, and spent
part of it either in hiding or in jail. Light browning, slightly brit-
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tle, small tears and losses at edges; inconspicuous tape
repair in the interior at central fold.
Berlin/Leipzig (Der Malik-Verlag), 1919.
$3,500.00
Hermann 290; Berlin: Malik 16; Siepmann A7; Raabe 66;
Raabe/Hannich-Bode 120.20; Dada Global 29; Ades p. 88,
4.67; Almanacco Dada 118; Bergius p. 414; Verkauf p. 89;
Dada Artifacts 43; Marbach 119.9; Düsseldorf 463; Tendenzen 3.231; Pompidou: Dada 1393, illus. p. 813
116
DIE PLEITE. Vol. I, No.3
[Illustrierte Halbmonatsschrift. Editors: John Heartfield,
Wieland Herzfelde.] Vol. I, No. 3 (of 6 issues published).
(4)pp. (single sheet, folding). 3 line-drawn illus. by George
Grosz, including full-page front cover, and 1 by John Heartfield. Sm. folio. Tabloid format. The texts (all of which are
unsigned) include “Man schaffe den Besitz ab,” “Ehrenrettung,” “Arbeiter!” “Kasinolied der Reinhard-Garde,” and
“Taschenwörterbuch für deutsche Staatsmänner.” Grosz’
drawings include “Prost Noske!—das Proletariat ist entwaffnet!” (front cover) and the famous “Den Ärtzen von
Stuttgart, Greifswald, Erfurt und Leipzig gewidmet,” more
familiarly known as ‘Fit for Active Service.’ A few little chips at
one edge; a very fine copy.
Berlin/Leipzig (Der Malik-Verlag), 1919.
$4,500.00
117
DIE PLEITE. Vol. I, No. 4
Illustrierte Halbmonatsschrift. Editor: Wieland Herzfelde. Vol.
I, No. 4 (of 6 issues published, before being banned). (4)pp.
(single sheet, folding). 5 line-drawn illus., of which 3 by
George Grosz, including full-page front cover. Sm. folio.
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Tabloid format. No articles in this issue are signed, to protect
the contributors from the censors. Grosz’ drawings in this
issue include the famous “Maifeier in Plötzensee” on the front
cover, showing a grim cadre of political prisoners marching in
a circle under the snarling supervision of a guard.Light browning; indetectible central fold; a very fine copy.
Berlin/Leipzig (Der Malik-Verlag), 1919.
$4,500.00
118
(PRAMPOLINI) Paris. Galerie de la Renaissance
Enrico Prampolini et les aeropeintres futuristes italiens. Conférences sur l’aeropeinture et l’aeropoesie par F.T. Marinetti
de l’Académie d’Italie. Mars 1932. Preface by Marinetti. (8)pp.
10 illus. Sm. 4to. Dec. wraps. Including the text of the “Manifeste de l’aeropeinture” of 1926/1931, signed by Marinetti and
others, as printed formerly in “Comoedia,” 14 February 1931.
A fine copy.
Paris, 1932.
$350.00
119
PROCELLARIA
Poesia-musica, teatro-disegni, ricerche-idee avanzate.
Direzione: [Gino] Cantarelli, [Aldo] Fiozzi. Nos. 1, 3, 4, 5,
aprile 1917 - febbraio 1920 (thus all issues of the first series
except no. 2). Nos. 1, 3 and 4 printed in brown; no. 5, which
is larger and on heavy wove paper, is printed in blue. (820)pp. per issue. Numerous illus., including original prints.
Format varies: Nos. 1-4 in sm. folio, No. 5 in folio. Self-wraps.
Glassine d.j.
Contributions by Mario Dessy, Paolo Buzzi, Emilio Settimelli,
Enrico Prampolini, Gino Cantarelli, Remo Chiti, Aldo Fiozzi,
Bruno Corra, Germain Albert-Birot, Chana Orloff, Silvestro
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Lega, Tristan Tzara, Ary Justman, Pierre Albert-Birot, Pierre
Reverdy, Marcel Janco, Libero Altomare, et al. Among the
contents of special interest are parole in libertà throughout
the first issue, some of them based in musical compositions
(a Debussy prelude) and an article on Picasso by Mario Pozzati; illustrations and original woodcuts by Fiozzi and Orloff;
poems by Tzara (“amer alle soir” and “pélamide,” under the
rubric “Movimento dada”), Justman, Albert-Birot and
Reverdy, and a full-page Janco linoleum cut, and an horstexte musical score by Germaine Albert-Birot (“musicien
cubiste française”) for Apollinaire’s “Les mamelles de
Tirésias.”
This first series is the critical portion of the review, insofar as
the avant-garde is concerned. The second series (two issues
in all, published in May and July of 1920), though still with
some interesting notes by Cantarelli, was taken over by
provincial personalities, and “non è piú un periodico d’avanguardia” (Schwarz). “Procellaria” was in effect the predecessor to “Bleu.” “In Mantua waren es die neuen, von Tzara
Anfang 1918 eingenommenen Positionen, die Cantarelli und
Fiozzi dazu bewogen ‘Procellaria’ in eine dadaistische
Zeitschwrift umzuwandeln. Doch aufgrund der Opposition
eines Teils der Redaktoren war dies ein Experiment von
kurzer Dauer. Die Ankündigung eines bevorstehenden
Besuches Tzaras in Italien veranlasste Cantarelli
schliesslich, mit Fiozzi und Egidio Bacchi eine eigentliche
Dada-Gruppe zu gründen. Im Juli 1920 lancierte er ihre
Zeitschrift ‘Bleu’ von der nur drei Nummern erschienen” (Giovanni Lista, in Dada Global). Very fine condition. Extremely
rare.
Mantova, 1917-1920.
$8,500.00
Salaris p. 101; Dada Global 141, p. 67; Almanacco Dada
122; Lista, Giovanni: Dada libertin & libertaire (Paris, 2005),
p.219; Dada, l’arte della negazione (Comune di Roma,
1994), p. 142, illus. IV/34
120
(RIBEMONT-DESSAIGNES) Paris. Au Sans Pareil
Exposition dada Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes. 28 mai au
10 juin 1920. Text by Tristan Tzara. (4)pp. (single sheet,
folding). Printed in black on rust brown heavy wove stock.
Self-wraps.
The second Dada exhibition at Au Sans Pareil, following the
Picabia show in April. “Sous la loupe de grandeur étoile un
insecte hygiénique sert de bouchon à la bouche du métropolitain. Assis sur un tuyau de fonte oiseau nuit convie les
passants au DADA. Ainsi s’expliquent les tableaux de GRD
qui fut un des premiers à visiter ce paysage qui n’avait pas
encore de titre. Une courroie de transmission le porta à son
aquarium de campagne salubre où il fit tout ce qu’on entend
touche voit GRD” (from the text by Tzara). With checklist of
8 paintings and 15 drawings. Loosely inserted, the invitation card to the vernissage, printed on dark blue wove stock
stock (verso blank), designed, as was the catalogue, by
René Hilsum. “Cours d’élevage de cigarettes, microcardiaques et d’alpinisme électrique.” Both the catalogue and
invitation in perfect condition. Very rare.
Paris, 1920.
$4,000.00
Documents Dada 22-23; Dada Global 230-231; Almanacco
Dada p. 287 (translated in full); Sanouillet 301; Motherwell/
Karpel 357a; Verkauf p. 181; Dachy, Marc: Archives dada/
chronique (Paris, 2005), p. 496; Düsseldorf 218; Zürich 445;
Tendenzen 3/117; Pompidou: Dada 1327, 1474, illus. pp.
744, 773; Harwood 64
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RIBEMONT-DESSAIGNES, GEORGES
L’autruche aux yeux clos. Roman. 189, (1)pp. Printed wraps.
Glassine d.j. Ribemont-Dessaignes’ second book . Presentation copy, boldly inscribed “A André Breton/ à cause de
sa destinée/ et en souvenir d’amitié/ G. Ribemont-Dessaignes” across the top half of the first blank leaf. Light
browning. With the ticket for this lot from the Breton sale,
Paris 2003.
Paris (Au Sans Pareil), 1924.
$1,500.00
Gershman p. 38; Sanouillet 151; Biro/Passeron 2492 ; Pompidou Dada 1282
122
(ROY) Aragon, Louis
Celui qui s’y colle. Préface à l’exposition Pierre Roy, Galerie
Pierre du 18 au 30 mai [1928]. (12)pp. 1 plate hors texte,
loosely inserted under back cover, as issued. Sm. 4to. Selfwraps. Glassine d.j. Published in conjunction with Roy’s first
solo exhibition. “Pierre Roy, who took part in the surrealist
exhibition of 1925, was one of Chirico’s most constant imitators and a precursor of the surrealist convention in painting....
[As] a quite accomplished vulgarizer of the Metaphysical Interiors, Roy was deemed worthy of a preface by Louis Aragon,
written in Dada style, to his 1926 [sic] exhibition at the Galerie
Pierre. The title: ‘He who sticks to it.’ ‘...We are living in the
era of rock-candy sticks. They emerge from the earth at every
seismic shock, they are the mental menhirs of conversation.
Oh porphyries...’” (Jean).
Paris, [1928].
$500.00
Jean p. 149f.
123
(SANT’ELIA) Como Broletto
Mostra delle opere dell’architetto futurista comasco Sant’Elia.
Settembre-ottobre 1930. (Onoranze Nationali all’Architetto
Futurista Comasco Antonio Sant’Elia.) 37, (11)pp. Frontis.

120

portrait and 9 plates in text. Sm. 8vo. With an introduction by
Marinetti, “Sant’Elia e la nuova architettura” and the text of
Sant’Elia’s “L’architettura futurista. Manifesto dell’11 luglio
1914,” as well as a checklist of 95 sketches and finished
drawings. Very scarce.
Como, 1930.
$950.00
124
DIE SCHAMMADE
(Dilettanten erhebt euch.) [Editors: Max Ernst and Johannes
T. Baargeld. No. 1 (all published).] (32)pp. 14 illustrations,
including 4 full-page original woodcuts, printed in black: 3 by
Hans Arp (2 in text and 1 extending across both covers) and
1 by Heinz Hoerle; 8 tipped-in reproductions (3 on tinted
stocks). Lrg. 4to. (325 x 260 mm.; 12 3/4 x 9 6/8 inches). Plain
card wraps., with Arp woodcut and tipped-in “Dadameter” on
front cover, printed in gold on coated black stock. Text printed
on pale rose, tan and white papers. Texts by Johannes T.
Baargeld, Hans Arp, Max Ernst, Francis Picabia, Walter Serner, André Breton, Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes, ‘Zentrodada,’ Paul Eluard, Louis Aragon, Philippe Soupault, Richard
Huelsenbeck, and Heinz Hoerle. Illustrations by and after Arp
and Hoerle (both as noted), Ernst (including full-page drawing
on title), Picabia (full-page drawing in text), Angelika Hoerle,
Baargeld, and two anonymous photographs of pin-up cyclists.
Extravagant dada typography throughout, in numerous faces.
“In November 1919,
Ernst and Baargeld organized their first exhibition, for which
they published ‘Bulletin D’ as the catalogue. Besides their
own work, they included children’s drawings, mathematical
models, ‘paintings by dilettantes,’ an African sculpture, found
objects, and photographs. In early February 1920, Max
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Ernst’s friend Hans Arp arrived from Zürich and collaborated
with the other two members of this small Dada group.
Baargeld’s father, a rich banker [Baargeld is actually a pseudonym, meaning ‘cash,’ for Alfred Gruenwald], was worried
about his son’s leanings towards communism and sought
help from Arp and Ernst. Since they were able to convince his
son of the much greater revolutionary aspect of Dada over
communism, father Baargeld was willing to finance their
founding of the journal ‘Die Schammade’ (April 1920). According to Ernst, the name of this publication referred to the military signal for retreat. In addition to referring to Baargeld’s
retreat from left-wing activities, the title also captured the
postwar mentality in Germany. Through Arp’s connections
and collaboration, this journal became an international Dada
magazine, very much like Tzara’s journals in Zürich…. The
numerous contributions by French poets and the absence of
any overt political allusions suggest that with this publication
the Cologne group sought to associate itself with Paris and
Zürich, rather than with the Berlin movement… The woodcut
Hans Arp executed for the cover of ‘Die Schammde’ is one of
his finest works, and the title page contains an equally fine illustration by Max Ernst” (Dada Artifacts).
“Contacts with Zürich had been established through Arp, a
friend of Ernst from the pre-war days, and some time, probably at the beginning of 1920, Arp himself arrived in Cologne.
With this new but experienced recruit, Baargeld and Ernst
founded the Central W/3 (W = Weststupid, 3 = Arp, Baargeld,
Ernst). A new review was prepared, closer in conception and
layout to ‘Der Zeltweg,’ the Zürich magazine of November
1919 edited by Otto Falke, Walter Serner and Tzara, on which
Arp had collaborated and for which he had designed the
cover. ‘Die Schammade’ was published in the spring of 1920,
again to coincide with a dada exhibition, although this time the
catalogue was printed separately. ‘Die Schammade’ also
bears witness to the new international contacts of Cologne. All
dada reviews of this period mark the end of the comparative
isolation of wartime—they are like concrete evidence for their
organisers of the resistance of like-minded spirits elsewhere.
Increasingly, wherever the review appeared, the same names
featured, whether in Paris, Cologne, Zürich or Holland…. Of
the Berlin dadaists only Huelsenbeck collaborated. Although
Ernst contributed to the Berlin International Dada Fair, he was
not really in sympathy with the strongly political bias of their
activities. ‘Die Schammade’ is freer in design and typography than ‘Der Zeltweg,’ in which texts and pictures are evenly disposed throughout, but does not approach the over-all
working of the page, the horror vacui, of for example, the
Paris issues of ‘391.’ Serner’s ‘Paneelparabole FK37’ is
printed in Gothic German lettering, deliberately antiquated
and rare in dada magazines-some pages have internal typeface variants: Tzara’s ‘Proclamation sans prétention,’ for
example, and the advertisements (always an occation for
dada virtuosity). Other texts and slogans are printed sideways on the page.

Schammade’), and at the same time, probably inspired by his
contacts with printers through the preparation of dada magazines, used typographical elements for a similar purpose. He
became more interested in both the figural and textual possibilities of collage, getting illustrated catalogues (one on crochet and knitting patterns supplied material for several collages), volumes of old prints, books of wallpaper samples,
geological and biological textbooks. If one compares their
work, he and Baargeld were clearly working in a very similar
way at the same time, while he and Arp collaborated directly
on the ‘Fatagaga’ series” (Dawn Ades, in “Dada and Surrealism Reviewed”).
One of the most brilliantly exciting of all dada periodicals—in
purely graphic terms rivalled perhaps only by the never-published ‘Dadaco,’ of which only trial sheets survive—’Die
Schammade’ is of greatest rarity, even in institutional hands.
Hairline split at top of spine, a few unobtrusive spots on cover;
an outstandingly fine copy, the gilt “Dadameter” still strong on
the front cover, internally very crisp and clean.
Köln (Schloemilch-Verlag), 1920.
$30,000.00
Dada Global 131; Ades chapter 5, 5.32; Almanacco Dada
140; Gershman p. 53; Motherwell/Karpel 84, p. 157; Verkauf
p. 82; Rubin 475, p. 458; Düsseldorf 340; Dachy p. 124; Kleinschmidt 68; Dada Artifacts 56; Foster/Kuenzli/Sheppard p.
285; Richter p. 161; Paris/Berlin p. 145 (illustrations pp. 153,
174); Stationen der Moderne 4.6; Tendenzen 3.261; The Art
Press p. 35; Pindell p. 102; Harwood 116; Sheringham Ab34;
Pompidou: Dada 1401, illus. pp. 871, 1021; Washington:
Dada.pls. 195-197; Andel Avant-Garde Page Design 19001950
no.
137
SEE COVER

Among the most interesting illustrations are little vignettes
containing photographs of pin-up lady cyclists: ‘La petite
Omré,’ ‘The beauty American cyclist’ s[ ic]. Max Ernst later
incorporated one of these in his ‘anthology’ poster for an exhibition. He was now experimenting more and more freely on
variations of collage; at the end of 1919 he had turned diagrams into curious vertical machines by adding a few drawn
lines (‘Trophée hypertrophique’ was reproduced in ‘Die
127
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SCHWITTERS, KURT
Merz. [No.] 4. Banalitäten. Juli 1923. Redaktion des Merzverlages: Kurt Schwitters. (16)pp. (paginated 33-48). 9 linedrawn and halftone illus. Lrg. 8vo. Orig. wraps., with typographic composition by Schwitters. Contents printed on pink
stock. Containing Schwitters’ “Banalitäten,” Arp’s “Die
Hausernkaserne,” Hausmann’s “Chaoplasma,” and other
texts and verse by Ribemont-Dessaignes, Tzara, Malespine
and others. Illustrations by and after Picasso (‘Sacipos’),
Rietveld, Schwitters, Oud and Van Doesburg, Segal, Arp,
Moholy-Nagy, et al. Expert mends at spine; light wear to the
front cover (with effaced area on its blank verso) and to some
portions of the interior.
Hannover (Merzverlag), 1923.
$2,750.00
Schmalenbach/Bolliger 235; “Typographie kann unter
Umständen Kunst sein”: Kurt Schwitters Typographie und
Werbegestaltung (Wiesbaden, 1990) 7 ; Dada Global 110;
Ades p. 131; Almanacco Dada 91; Gershman p. 51; Motherwell/Karpel 78; Verkauf p. 180; Rubin 469; Dada Artifacts 71;
Pompidou Dada 1385, illus. pp. 687, 901; Washington: Dada
167, 169
126
SCHWITTERS, KURT
[Merz. 18/19.] Ludwig Hilberseimer: Grosstadtbauten. (Neue
Architektur. I.) (2), 28, (2)pp. 31 halftone illus. Orig. dec. card
wraps. Schwitters issued this book by Hilberseimer both in
1925, as a separate publication of his Apossverlag (it was to
be the first volume of a series on ‘the New Architecture’), and
again in 1926, when he designated it no. 18/19 of Merz (Jan.-

April 1926). Various versions of the latter exist, some with the
Merz statement printed directly on the cover, and some in a
hybrid form, with Merz stickers pasted on. The present issue
is the first edition, prior to the Merz publication. It is the only
work on architecture published by the Apossverlag. Chip at
head of spine, otherwise a nice copy.
Hannover (Apossverlag), 1925.
$4,000.00
Cf. (citing either or both editions): Schmalenbach/Bolliger
245; “Typographie kann unter Umständen Kunst sein”: Kurt
Schwitters Typographie und Werbegestaltung (Wiesbaden,
1990), no. 36; DadaGlobal 117; Ades p. 131; Almanacco
Dada 91; Gershman p. 51; Motherwell/Karpel 78; Verkauf p.
180; Rubin 469
127
SCHWITTERS, KURT
Merz. No. 20. Kurt Schwitters. Katalog. (8)pp. (paginated 98105). 8 halftone illus. reproducing work by Schwitters and two
photographic portraits of him. 4to. Self-wraps., stapled as
issued. Prefaced by a lengthy and important autobiographical
text, the issue lists (with prices) the 150 works by Schwitters
which figured in the Grosse Merz-Austellung of 1927, a circulating exhibition which had been shown in part at Der Sturm in
November 1926. Expert mends to marginal tears; central foldline, slightly noticeable in the cover photograph.
Hannover (Kurt Schwitters), 1927.
$4,500.00
Schmalenbach/Bolliger 246; “Typographie kann unter Umständen Kunst sein”: Kurt Schwitters Typographie und Werbegestaltung (Wiesbaden, 1990) 44; Dada Global 118; Ades p. 131;
Almanacco Dada 91; Gershman p. 51; Motherwell/Karpel 78;
Verkauf p. 180; Rubin 469; Pompidou: Dada 1385
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between May 1920 (a review of this exhibition) and 1940.
Some were evidently furnished by a clipping agency, which
suggests that these were put together by someone closely
involved with the artist. Contemporary annotations in pencil.
A very fine, fresh copy.
Firenze, 1920.
$950.00
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(SCHWITTERS) Wiesbaden. Nassauischer Kunstverein
Plakatausstellung. Juni 1928 im Neuen Museum. Poster,
printed in red and black on lightweight buff-colored wove
stock. 477 x 650 mm. (ca. 18 3/4 x 25 1/2 inches). Set in
Schwitters’ customary Balkenschrift, a blocky sans-serif face
(which Robert Michel is also known to have used on occasion), the title in brilliant red, this poster is included among
Schwitters’ works in the Wiesbaden catalogue, though the
attribution cannot be documented. A bright, fresh copy.
Extremely rare.
Wiesbaden, 1928.
$18,500.00
“Typographie kann unter Umständen Kunst sein”: Kurt
Schwitters Typographie und Werbegestaltung (Wiesbaden,
1990), no. 89

130
TAKAHASHI SHINKICHI
Dadaisuto Shinkichi no shi [Poems by Shinkichi the Dadaist].
(2), 290, (2)pp. Frontispiece photograph of the author. Flexible cloth, the front cover printed in red with a dramatic modernist nude, overprinted with text in black). D.j. (repeating the
same design). Takahashi Shinkichi’s first collection of poems,
a landmark in the history of Dada in Japan, and the Japanese
avant-garde altogether. This copy with a signed inscription
by Takahashi, dramatically calligraphed in brush and ink
across the inside cover front flyleaf.
“Le recueil ‘Dadaisuto Shinkichi no shi’ (‘Poésies de Shinkichi
le dadaïste’), publié en 1923, est l’oeuvre la plus marquante
de la poésie dada au Japon” (Tsuruoka Yoshihisa, in “Japon
des avant-gardes, 1910/1970). “Like Mavo, dada was elusive,
and the two movements shared many ambivalences and contradictions. From the 1920s, when newspaper articles in
‘Yorozu choho’ introduced dadaism to Japan, it was embraced
predominantly by the literary community. The first person to
proclaim himself a dadaist was the poet Takahashi Shinkichi,
and it was he and Tsuji Jun who most strongly championed
dadaism. What appealed to Takahashi about dada was its
notion of nothingness, as well as its discrediting of words and
logic and its anticonventionalism. In his 1922 work ‘Dangen
wa dadaisto’ (‘Assertion is dadaist’), Takahashi identified the
attitudes that represented dada: boredom, sentiments against
the bourgeoisie, antihypocrisy, antidogmatism, and destructiveness. Many of these attitudes were found in the work of
Tristan Tzara... but Takahashi probably first learned of the
range of dadaist ideas from the article ‘A Study in Dadaism’ by
Katayama Koson in ‘Taiyo’ magazine. Katayama’s work,
largely based on Richard Huelsenbeck’s ‘En avant Dada,’

129
(SOFFICI) Firenze. via de’ Benci, 6
Esposizione Soffici. 27 maggio-15 giugno 1920. 21, (1)pp.
Sm. 8vo. Orig. wraps. 14pp. text by Matteo Marangoni, with
a checklist of 117 items. Held at the Museo Horne—the
Palazzo Corsi, recently bequeathed to the Italian state by
Herbert Horne, along with his collection of Florentine Gothic
and Renaissance paintings—this exhibition followed shortly
on Soffici’s arrival in Poggio a Caiano, where he was to settle. Though already working in a post-Futurist classsical
style, nearly all of Soffici’s pictures in this show date from the
Futurist era. Together with this, a dossier of six clipped
reviews and articles on Soffici from the Italian press, dating
129
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contrasted all the major dada factions and explained
dadaisms three essential principles: bruitism, simultaneity,
and the use of new materials” (Weisenfeld). Binding a bit
soiled; d.j. somewhat worn; nonetheless a remarkable copy.
Tokyo (Chuo Bijutsu-sha), 1923.
$4,000.00
Urawa Art Museum: Books as Art: From Taisyo Period Book
Design to Contemporary Art Objects (2001), p. 80 pl. 21; Centre Georges Pompidou: Japon des avant-gardes 1910/1970
(Paris, 1986), pp. 177 (illus.), 516; Weisenfeld, Gennifer:
Mavo: Japanese Artists and the Avant-Garde, 1905-1931
(2002), p. 158f.; Omuka, Toshiharu: “Tada=Dada (Devotedly
Dada) for the Stage: The Japanese Dada Movement 19201925,” in: Janecek, Gerald & Omuka, Toshiharu: The Eastern
Dada Orbit... (Crisis and the Arts: The History of Dada, Vol. 4;
New York, 1998), p. 234ff.; Dada Gobal p. 70 (illus.); Pompidou: Dada 1299, illus. p. 542
131
TAKIGUCHI SHUZO
Kindai geijutsu [Modern Art]. (Mikasa zensho.) (2), 4, 233,
(7)pp. 13 illus. Cloth with paper label. Publisher’s slipcase.
The illustrations include well-selected examples of Picasso
(including the new ‘Guernica’ as the last plate), Dalí, Matta,
Ernst, Arp, and Hélion.
Tokyo (Mikasashobo), 1938.
$950.00
Centre Georges Pompidou: Japon des avant-gardes
1910/1970 (Paris, 1986), p. 516

132
TAKIGUCHI SHUZO & YAMANAKA TIROUX (editors)
Album surréaliste. (“Mizué.” Numéro spécial.) (4), 112pp. 6
full-page plates hors texte, of which 2 in color. 4to. Dec.
wraps., designed by the author. Following an extensive and
sophisticated selection of reproductions of European Surrealist art, the volume contains thumbnail listings of its main exponents, a chronology, and a bibliography. This special number
of the review “Mizué” was published in conjunction with the
important 1937 Surrealist exhibition in Tokyo and Kyoto,
organized by Takiguchi and Yamanaka in collaboration with
Eluard, Hugnet and Penrose. Backstrip a bit chipped, the
fragile covers a bit worn, as usual; a fine copy.
Tokyo (Shunchokai), 1937.
$2,200.00
Centre Georges Pompidou: Japon des avant-gardes
1910/1970 (Paris, 1986), pp. 194 (reproducing front and back
covers), 517; Musées de Marseille: La planète affolée: Surréalisme, dispersion et influences 1938-1947 (Marseille,
1986), p. 262 (illus.)
133
291. No. 3. May 1915
[Publisher: Alfred Stieglitz. Editors: Alfred Stieglitz, Paul Haviland, Marius de Zayas, Agnes Ernst Meyer.] (4)pp. Tabloid
folio. Cover drawing by Walkowitz; texts by Rhoades (“I
walked in to a moment of greatness”) and Meyer (“Woman”)
integrated into double-page typographic composition by de
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Zayas; 4 unsigned texts, including “Being Human in New
York” and “Watch Their Steps,” together with drawing by Steichen and calligram by J.B. Kerfoot. Deluxe edition: one of
100 unnumbered copies on “heaviest Japan vellum.”
“291” occupies a uniquely interesting position among the
great reviews of modernist art. It is really the first magazine to
style itself as a work of art in its own right: not simply a venture in luxury printing, as many art reviews had been before it,
but a new kind of publication altogether, an experimental
series of multiples run off on a monthly basis in an edition of
1100 copies. It is also the first expression of the dada esthetic on American shores; proto-dada, actually, dada avant la lettre, before dada had had its baptism in Zürich in 1916. Only
Arthur Cravan’s short-lived “Maintenant” can be said to precede it as an instance of pre-dada sensibility anywhere in the
periodic press. “291” took its original inspiration from Apollinaire’s “Soirées de Paris,” emphasizing calligrammatic texts
and an abstracted kind of satirical drawing, but it cast these
into a much more dramatic form by moving into a gigantic folio
format and simultaneously dematerializing into a single gatefold sheet of paper.
Always envisioned as a limited run of twelve numbers, “291”
is the critical link between “Camera Work”—which Stieglitz
duly suspended in the interim—and Picabia’s own “391”—
styled as its radical successor. Issued in a deluxe edition of
100 copies and a regular edition of 1000, “291” was a financial fiasco, failing to sell more than eight subscriptions on vellum and a hundred on ordinary paper, and in the end Stieglitz
sold the entire backstock to a ragpicker for $5.80 (“perhaps
my gesture was a satirical one,” he wryly remarked).
“In design and content, there was no periodical in America
more advanced than ‘291’.... [It] was unparalleled anywhere
in the world as a total work of art” (William I. Homer, “Alfred
Stieglitz and the American Avant-Garde”). An unfolded copy,
in extremely fine, fresh condition.
New York, 1915.
$4,000.00
Ades p. 42f., 2.46; Almanacco Dada 44; Gershman p. 54;
Motherwell-Karpel 335; Rubin p. 53; Verkauf p. 183; Dada Artifacts 80-85; Foster/Kuenzli/Sheppard p. 284; The Art Press p.
34f.; Tashjian p. 29ff.; Homer p. 190; Sanouillet Picabia et 391,
II.237f.; Naumann: New York Dada p. 58ff.; Pompidou: Dada,
p. 62f., 983f.Washington Dada p. 283, pls. 278-282
134
TZARA, TRISTAN
Cinéma calendrier du coeur abstrait maisons. Poèmes par
Tristan Tzara, 19 bois gravés par Arp. (Collection dada.)
Prospectus. (4)pp., printed on a folding sheet of machine-
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made wove paper. 136 x 118 mm. (5 3/8 x 4 1/4 inches).
12mo. With two extracts within from the Tzara text, and indication of tirages and prices. Small splits at the fold; rubberstamp of the Librairie Six at the end.
Paris (Au Sans Pareil) [1920].
$500.00
Documents Dada 24
135
(UBAC) Bryen, Camille & Baranger, Henri
Affichez vos poèmes. Affichez vos images. Broadside, printed
on recto only, with a photograph by Raoul Ubac (credited to
the pseudonymous Raoul Michelet), set between two erotic
poems by Bryen and Baranger. 261 x 326 mm. (ca. 10 1/4 x
12 3/4 inches). Ubac’s ‘irrational,’ quasi-erotic image is a
close-up of a woman holding between her teeth an unidentified dangling object, in the manner of Matthew Barney. “In
Paris, under the pen name Raoul Michelet, Ubac published a
small book of poems and photographs with Camille Bryen,
‘Actuation poétique’ (1934). He had met Bryen at an exhibition of his own photomontages at the Galerie Gravitations
earlier in 1934. The two men then joined to exhibit in unusual
places ‘automatist’ objects made by Bryen, and to plaster the
walls of Paris with their poems and photographs in poster
form” (“L’amour fou”). One side slightly creased at edge.
[Paris, 1935]
$950.00
Krauss, Rosalind & Livingston, Jane: L’amour fou: Photography and Surrealism (New York, 1985), p. 236; Poésure et
peintrie p. 208 (illus.)
136
UEDA TOSHIO
Kasetsu no Undo [Movement for the Hypothesis]. (4), 2, 113,
(3), 5, (5)pp. Frontispiece photograph of the author. Wraps.
(tear at edge of back cover). Second edition; the first edition,
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published in 1929 (with a different dust jacket, but otherwise
unchanged), was issued as No. 5 of the series “Gendai no
geijutsu to hihyo sosho [Contemporary Art and Criticism].”
Numerous pieces in the book appear with French-language
(and occasionally English-) titles: “Logique de l’objet,”
“Pourquoi? Tu es la deveresse [sic],” “La machine fâcheuse,”
“Les imaginations normaux,” “Mon rève du 17 décembre
[sic],” and “An Essay on the Unique Art,” among others. “Chez
Ueda Toshio, le surréalisme se métamorphose en une conception très personnelle de la poésie, basée sur l’’hypothèse’.
Des images somptueuses et extravagantes se déploient à
partir d’une logique bien particulière. Il s’agit, en quelque
sorte, d’une vision purement aristocratique de la poésie” (Tsuruoka Yoshihisa, in “Japon des avant-gardes, 1910/1970”).
Margins browned; some losses at side and bottom of margin.
Tokyo (Koseikakushoten), 1932.
$650.00
Cf. (citing first edition, 1929): Centre Georges Pompidou:
Japon des avant-gardes 1910/1970 (Paris, 1986), pp. 192
(illus.), 516
137
VASARI, RUGGERO
L’angoscia delle macchine. Sintesi tragica in tre tempi. (In:
Teatro. Periodico di nuove commedie. Anno III, N. 8. Agosto
1925.) 24pp. 9 plates hors texte. 4to. Wraps. Glassine d.j. The
plates reproduce remarkable Futurist costume studies and
set designs for the play, by Vera Idelson. The issue also
includes a text by Gino Gori on Vasari, and one by F.A. Angermayer on Expressionist theatre. From the library of PierreAlbert Birot, with his PAB stamp on the cover and one plate.
Torino, 1925.
$1,000.00
Salaris p. 71
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25
Rivista trimestrale. Direttore: [Giorgio] Carmelich. Anno I: Primavera [i.e. No. 2, of two issues published in all]. 12pp. 5
illus., by Flouquet, Dottori (2), and Cocteau (2). Sm. 4to. Selfwraps. Glassine d.j. Texts by Giorgio Carmelich, Italo Zaratin,
Max Jacob, Liubomir Mitzich (“Velivoli senza motore”), Sofronio Pocarini, Jvan Jablowsky, Emilio Mario Dolfi, et al.
The short-lived artist and writer Giorgio Carmelich (19071929) was the guiding spirit of ‘25’ (as well as the designer of
its striking layout).
“In Italien war auch eine post-dadaistische Tendenz auszumachen, die sich Mitte der zwanziger Jahre innerhalb der
Gruppen der Avantgarde äusserte, welche sich nicht nach
dem Futurismus ausrichten wollten. Die von Carmelich, Dolfi
und Cernigoj herausgegebene Zeitschrift ‘25’ nahm in Trieste
eine internationalistische Position ein, indem sie versuchte,
den serbischen Zenithismus und den Konstruktivismus, das
Programm des ‘L’Esprit Nouveau’ und dasjenige von ‘7 Arts’
miteinander in Einklang zu bringen” (Giovanni Lista, in Dada
Global). “La rivista corresponde con molta precisione alla fase
congiunturale in cui il superamento del dadaismo porta verso
il construttivismo o comunque verso una sintesi dei programmi ideologicamente positivi dell’avanguardia” (Lista, in Dada:
l’arte della negazione).
Trieste [1925].
$2,200.00
Dada Global p. 69; Lista, Giovanni: Dada libertin & libertaire
(Paris, 2005), p. 220; Dada, l’arte della negazione (Comune
di Roma, 1994), pp. 143 (illus.), 340f.
139
VVV
Poetry, plastic arts, anthropology, sociology, psychology. Editor: David Hare. Editorial advisers: André Breton, Marcel
Duchamp, Max Ernst. Nos. 1-4 in 3 issues, June 1942 - February 1944 (all published). 72, 143, (1), 86, (6)pp. Prof. illus.
(including color plates, movable tabs, inserts). 4to. Dec.
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wraps., designed by Ernst, Duchamp and Matta, respectively.
Texts by W.C. Williams, Masson, Rosenberg, Péret, Ernst,
Breton, Kiesler, Lévi-Strauss, Césaire, C.H. Ford, Seligmann,
Carrington, V. Penrose, Onslow-Ford, Motherwell, Brauner,
Tanning, Mesens and others; illustrations by and after Ernst,
Hare, de Chirico, Masson, Matta, Matter, Onslow-Ford, Penn,
Picasso, Seligmann, Tanguy, Breton, Chagall, Dominguez,
Duchamp, Kiesler, Lam, Laughlin, Miró, Gypsy Rose Lee,
Sage, Tanning, Sommer, et al. No. 2/3 is a special double
issue, “Almanac for 1943,” with cover design by Duchamp,
featuring the famous chicken-wire inset in the back cover
(exposing Frederick Kiesler’s “Twin-Touch-Test” beneath).
Dominated by the distinguished exile community which in the
early ‘40s had begun to arrive in America, “VVV” was the
major rallying point for Surrealism in New York. More substantial, and less eclectic, than “View,” it remains one of the
strongest and finest of all Surrealist reviews. Cover of No. 1
lightly worn; a fine set.
New York, 1942-1944.
$8,500.00
Gershman p. 55; Ades p. 386f.; Milano p. 571f.;
Biro/Passeron p. 426; Rubin 483; Reynolds p. 127; Jean
(1980) 135
140
Z
Directeur: Paul Dermée. [No.] 1, mars 1920 (all published).
(8)pp. (single sheet, twice folded vertically). Tall narrow 4to.
Self-wraps. Texts, verse, apothegms by Dermée (“Qu’estce que Dada!” “Dans les cartes”), T.S.F. [Theodor Fraenkel]
(“Radios,” “Dernière heure”), Ribemont-Dessaignes (“Za”),
Tzara (“Mauvais désir clé du vertige”), G. Ferré (“Art Poétique”), Breton (“J’ai beaucoup connu”), Aragon (“Ici, Palais
des Délices”), Arnauld (“Advertisseur”), Picabia (“Auric140
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Satie à la noix de Cocteau”), Soupault (“Les sentiments
sont gratuits”) and Éluard (“Rendez-vous, n’importe où”).
“In Paris, Dada appeared before the Club du Faubourg, with
the newspapers carrying the following announcement: ‘The
291 presidents of the Dada movement have asked Messrs
Breton, Aragon, Dermée, Éluard, Fraenkel, Picabia, Ribemont-Dessaignes, Soupault and Tzara to rule on the following
questions: locomotion, life, Dadaist skating: pastry, architecture, Dada ethics: chemistry, tattooing, finance and Dada
typewriters: next Thursday, 8:30 p.m., at the Université Populaire du Faubourg-Saint-Antoine.’ The meeting consisted in
the reading of manifestos and in discussions by Aragon and
Ribemont-Dessaignes. Some time afterward appeared the
first and sole number of ‘Z,’ edited by Paul Dermée with the
usual contributors” (Georges Hugnet). Sanouillet notes that a
four-page trial issue had been prepared the month before, in
polycopie (comparable to mimeograph), so that this is sometimes called the second issue, even though it is stated to be
No. 1. Front cover slightly soiled, slightly worn at horizontal
foldline, otherwise an unusually fine copy.
Paris, 1920.
$1,800.00
Dada Global 181; Ades 8.35; Almanacco Dada 169; Gershman p. 55; Chevrefils Desbiolles 318; Admussen 238;
Sanouillet 260; Motherwell/Karpel 91; Verkauf p. 183; Düsseldorf 251; Zürich 400; Pompidou: Dada 1415, illus. pp.
341, 753
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ZEITLER, JULIUS
Presse Hauptquartier. (20)pp. Dec. front cover design after a
woodcut credited to “Xylodada C.E.P.” Self-wraps., stitched
with yarn, as issued (hairline split at foot of spine). Printed on
yellow and blue-green stocks (cover and text, respectively).
An extremely rare instance of Pseudodada, a category confined to a mere handful of examples, such as Friedrich-Hardy
Worm’s “Das Bordell” and “Harakiri”; the antagonistic “DadaJok” from Serbia, the sheet music “Dadaistischer Foxtrot,”
and the three publications of Alfred Sauermann: “Dada
Quatsch,” “Dada-Tragödie,” and “o Siris. Was ist DADAismus?” Throughout, the absurdist free-verse compositions are
set in a whimsical range of typefaces, some in concrete
arrangements. A statement at the end indicates that the text
first appeared in a holiday circular for the press corps at
Christmas 1917. Of great rarity.
Leipzig [1917/1918].
$1,200.00
Bergius p. 414; Tendenzen 3/251
142
ZÜRICH. GALERIE DADA
Abend Neuer Kunst. Samstag 28. April, abends 8 1/2 Uhr. III.
geschlossene Veranstaltung. Programm. Handbill program,
printed on a sheet of machine-made lightweight wove stock
(verso blank). 4 illus., printed in black, one at each corner: 3
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line-drawn portraits by Marcel Janco, of Hugo Ball and Emmy
Hennings, and Tristan Tzara, and 1 woodcut by Hans Arp
(Arntz 5/b). 285 x 230 mm. (ca. 11 1/4 x 9 inches). “New Art
Night. Tzara: cold Light, simultaneous poem by 7 persons.
Glauser: poems, Negro music and dances Janco: paintings
MM Perrottet: Music by Laban, Schönberg etc. Ball, Hennings, etc. F. Hardekopf reads from his works./ The audience
makes itself comfortable and rarefies the explosions of elective imbecility, each member withdraws his own inclinations
and sets his hope in the new spirit in process of formation:
‘Dada’” (Tristan Tzara, “Chronique zürichoise,” as translated
in Motherwell/Karpel).
The Arp woodcut first appeared in Richard Huelsenbeck’s
“Phantastische Gebete,” and the Janco drawings in “Cabaret
Voltaire” (both Zürich 1916). Unobtrusive foldlines, date 1917
neatly supplied in ink; a very fine copy. Extremely rare.
Zürich [1917].
$7,500.00
Dada in Zürich 126; Almanacco Dada p. 587 (illus.); Motherwell-Karpel p. 238f.; Verkauf p. 109; Dachy: Archives dada/
chronique, p. 468 (illus.); Lista: Dada libertin & libertaire, p. 42
(illus.); Düsseldorf 126; Zürich 417; Pompidou: Dada 1429,
illus. p. 992; Washington: Dada, p. 429f. (illus.)
SEE FRONTISPIECE
143
ZÜRICH. GALERIE DADA
Sturm-Ausstellung. I. Serie. 17 März - 7 April [1917]. Campendonk, van Heemskerk, Kandinsky, Klee, Carl Mense,
Gabriele Münter, Nell Walden. Handbill program, printed in
black on a sheet of pale pink machine-made lightweight wove
stock (verso blank). 269 x 210 mm. (ca. 10 5/8 x 9 1/4 inches). Typography set in lower case throughout.
The first exhibition at the Galerie Dada. “On March 17, 1917,
Hugo Ball and Tristan Tzara rented the Galerie Corray,
changed its name, and opened the Galerie Dada with a Der
Sturm exhibition. Under the directorship of Ball and Tzara, the
Galerie Dada operated for three months, until June 1, 1917,
as the official headquarters for Dada activities. The grand
opening, on March 23, 1917, was a Dada evening of performances, music, dance, costume, and art. Later activities
included exhibitions of works by Campendonk, Kandinsky,
Klee, Mense, Ernst, children’s drawings and African sculpture.” This handbill lists a full schedule of lectures and events,
every three or four days during the run of the exhibition: introductory remarks by Tzara and Ball on the first day; two tours
of the show conducted by L.H. Neitzel; a lecture by Tzara,
“L’expressionisme et l’art abstrait”; another tour of the show,
by Arp; a lecture by Dr. W. Iollos on Klee; and, on the last day,
a lecture by Ball on Kandinsky. Unobtrusive foldlines; a very
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fine copy. Of great rarity, especially on pink stock (the examples shown in Zürich 1985 and at the Pompidou in 2005 having both been on plain white paper).
Zürich, [1917].
$7,500.00
Dada in Zürich 123; Almanacco Dada p. 586; Dachy: Archives
dada/ chronique, p. 466 (illus.); Dada Artifacts 16; Zürich 123;
Pompidou: Dada 1426, illus. p. 992; cf. Tendenzen 3/47
144
ZÜRICH. SAAL ZUR KAUFLEUTEN
8. Dada-Soirée. Mittwoch, d. 9 April 1919. Handbill program,
printed on a sheet of machine-made lightweight wove stock.
On the verso, advertisements for the Collection Dada (featuring Dada 4/5) and a projected monthly edited by Walter Serner, “Das Hirngeschwür.” With the program of the evening’s
events, divided into three acts, under the rubric “Mouvement
Dada. Manifeste, Vorträge, Kompositionen, Tänze, Simultanische Dichtungen.” Recitations and performances by
Viking Eggeling, Käthe Wulff (reading Huelsenbeck and
Kandinsky), Tristan Tzara (“La fièvre du mâle,” and other
selected poems), Hans Richter, Hans Heusser, Hans Arp
(“Wolkenpumpe”), Susanne Perrotet (compositions by Schönberg and Satie), Walter Serner (manifesto and selected
poems).
“The climax of Dada activity in Zürich, and of Dada as such,
was the grand soirée in the Saal zur Kaufleuten on 9th April
1919” (Hans Richter). “April: Serner and Tzara fill the Kaufleuten Hall to capacity for the eighth and final dada soirée,
bringing Zürich Dada into the realm of big-time entertainment.
The first pieces, writes one M. Ch. for the daily ‘Berliner
Börsen-Courier’ (17 April), meet with ‘ironic exultation,’ particularly a simultaneous poem for twenty people conducted by
Tzara. Then Serner reads, ‘in a cutting voice,’ his manifesto
‘Letzte Lockerung’ (Final Dissolution), and a scandal breaks
out such as old-time Zürichers have never seen. Serner reads
calmly while the public hurls orange peels, coins and insults;
cigarettes and more coins greet Tzara’s new Dada proclamation, drowned out within seconds. ‘Messrs. the dadaists, who
were never more unnecessary than presently, should confine
their manifestos to their numerous magazines...and not burden the public with them.’ The review is accurate in most
respects—but its author is really Serner himself, winking at
the scandal-mongering press” (Mathew S. Witkovsky, in the
chronology for the Washington catalogue).
Zürich, 1919.
$7,500.00
Dada in Zürich 132; Almanacco Dada p. 600 (illus.); Motherwell/Karpel 56, illus. p. 332; Verkauf p. 144 (illus.); Richter p.
77ff. (illus.); Tendenzen 3/66; Düsseldorf 133; Pompidou:
Dada 1448, illus. p. 1003; Washington: Dada p. 437f.

